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There was good news for Saanich $18,682,660 this year, $19,713,636 
School District when district for next year; $19,819,479 for 1985,
representatives from all over the and $19,966,341 for 1986/^ ^ ^
province met with the new 
provincial education minister. Jack
“Tm rather relieved about the 
whole thing,” Saanich chairman
Heinrich on July 12 in Vancouver.
Saanich district will be allowed to 
increase its spending by alrrtost 
seven per cent in. the next three 
years, nearly all of it next year,
Saanich salaries are already in the 
specified range, Betts reported. He 
was not so sure about how the 
district stood in relation to a for-j 
mula limiting the number of ad­
ministrative personnel according to ■ 
the number of pupils, because some 
job titles ill the district are different 
from those used by the ministry.^
No special school board meeting 
will be called to consider the new 
rules, but Betts has discussed them 
with each of the other trustees. 
Trustees Joe Lott was at the
John Betts commented after the 
meeting. “It didn’t turn out too 
badly.”
He said that he was still greatly 
concerned about the loss of 
while most districts are being forced autonomy involved in the provincial 
to reduce spending. ministry' setting detailed budgets for
Ministry officials handed out at each district, and about the lack of 
the meeting information packets 70 flexibility in the new system.
pages long, which included exact The boards were also told exactly ^ meeting, and so was Gerry 
budget figures for each board for how much they could pay'
the next three yearSv^^^^^^^ V administrative; staff, again on« a School Trustees’ jAsspciatioh.
The figures are not final, basis of enrolment Maximum salary Superintendent Claude Campbell
however, since they do not take into for a superintendent is $76,869, but’ and ^ Secretary-Treasurer Ross ;
account future wage increases or in a district with less than 2,000 Ingram also represented Saanich
other inflationary the superintendent can be
were generated by paid Only $55,444. Saanich’ limit is The meeting was told that there is
computers calculating the results for $60,395. The salary of the some flexibility about the ministry’s
each district of a series of formulas secretary/treasurer is set at $10,000 target of 19.14 pupils per teacher :
Continued on Page A3
Not quite like open fire on beach of Treasure Is^nd, but barbecue at Tulista Park serves to toast marsh- 
mallowsfor Anthony Pettsf Teri Mersky, Megari Everettf Shannon Hope and Shannon MacLeod^ based mainly on student population. less than that of the superintendent. 
;’y-The’’:resultv:finally'":gave:;Saahich 
district what it had sought m yam in 
1982 and 1983, recognition that its 
spending was already trimmed ,
& JuB ' rt " i" ♦V* A i "■-'■'ire*
^ W districts.
. For Victoria district the computer -r*^ ^ ....... •
Sooke did a little better than break By J
' ‘ ■A -■ ^ •.'.O I ■■ ':■■■' O t ^ i • i4 r
une Green Later in the day he collapsed
;ven-classroom Paul has no doubt that construction and because there was an un- Actual figures for Saanich are Born m Kent, England he came Glengarry Nursing Home‘ Victoria;
lip . Reserve at will be approved, but expects the favourable attitude towards schools to Canada and joined tne RCMP at a son John, and wife Janice of
’ r Regina m 1925. He served in High Prince Alberti: Saskatchewan;,two
stniction of a seven- 
school on the Tsartlip 
BrentNvood Bay, costing close to $2 process to take a couple of years 
million. with the building probably being
The building would replace one completed in 1986.
That burned down seven years agoi Delay in applying for a neiv build-
A recent study by University of 
’ B.C. professor Arthur More sho'yed 
that Indian children do better : in 
schools under Indiafn cdntroli and 
this has brought about a change of 
attitude, Paul says.
River, Brooks^ Calgary; Medicine 
Hat and Gliechen ph the Blackfoot 
Indian Reserve, all in Alberta, 
before beirig posted to; Victoria in 
1949.
He retired from the RCMP as a 
staff sergeant after a long and
daughters, Rosemary Wells and
One of the most prominent 
leaders of the BX, boating com- 
rminiiy, Jack Simpson, 9354 
Ardmore, died on July 13, in his 
r:74th;year,:, :::5 .
A native of England, he came to 
British Columbia after the Second
Also, a survey ddneVpn the fpur distinguished career, and later
Saanich Peninsula resen'es showed served as Sergeant at Arms of the
close to 100 per cent Wpport for a Because of numerous complaints B.C. Lcgilsatiire, with the formal 
new school building. speeding boats in Brentwood responsibility for bearing the mace,
. Bay, Central Saanich police for
rne api^ication has^aliead^Dmi y gob Miles has announced that security around ; thcT legislative 
appioyed by Indian Affairs officials
Tk r strengthened in the near future. The Ashbys moved to Sidney in
‘^hJels oi the lour bands. Miles said speed limit signs had August, 1955, and that year he was
At present the Tsartlip school has been posted at marinas in the Brerit- appointed a justice of the peace^ He '
Surviving are his wife, Agnes; years of kindergarten plus wood Bay area last spring. Hand- was appointed a magistrate in 1957.
sons, John and wife Joan, Rich- grades 1 to 7, with a total enrolment outs were also given to boat owners He faced mandatory retirement in
mOnd, and Peter and wife Margaret, of 132 pupils. Projected enrolment in ihe area;
Horseman’s Club.’;;''.
Funeral service was held in St. 
Stephen’s Church, Saanichton, oh 
Friday; Rev. Ivan Futter officiating.
World War; in which he served with Brentwood Bay; three gradchildren; for four years from now is 180, up Police will use radar and a rented brought in legislation prohibiting;;;^;
the British Arm9 in India, to grade 8, Currently about one boat to catch speeding boaters who provincial judges from serving
and Burma. Saanichton, and Peter and wife quarter of the children from the fail to obey the cighl-kllometcr beyond age 65, and the following yy .
Denzli Ashby 
AVendy Russell and husband John,
He worked for a short time in Cynthia, in England, and a sister, reserve go into the regular schools speed limit. Miles said that the radar comment was made in an editorial in all oi victoria’fiiirce Brm^^
Vancouver, then moved to Saanich Peggy, and her husband, Paul, in after kindergarten. will work just as well on water as it The Review; three grancldaughters
and Central Saanich before settling England. Continued tm Page A2 does on land. “Time and again his decisions, as Fiuffrid wiiUchoHnlwt tor
’Ardmore in the':mid’*6fl*s.’''»'''‘5;in  nii  ’ 0
He joitted the V rar
Squadron sliorily after it was hfiji ' <*, 
tormed, about l')60, and became '
commander of the squadron in t * a - 
1962. In 1964 he became Vancouver 
Island ilisirict commander, and later '
Vancouver Island training officer.
He was elected to the nationni ' 
cxccutive^ and hv 1973 wu.s tlic first^:; ; ’ 
westerner to be elected chief 
eohunodore for all the sqimdrbns in 
Canada.
organize the Saanich Peninsula’
Power Squadron and became a 
charter member,
He played a major pan in 
bringing the west coast squadrons 
into a position ofcqiuality with those 
;■''v:A:inT,Central'';'''Canada," ■■''Where ■'' tlie'
, oigiinizvitjon began.
Later he look a h.ind in 
'''’'■ '"Afganizing'’ ’die '• fledgling ’'Canadian"'’
Auxiliary, and 
, scrvcila.:;'; term. .;'■ as;.'":'^<ssleriv;: rcgl oh' 
president,,
This servlet* was recognized wlum 
he was nanicd an honor^'ry; life 
member of the CMRA,
He was also one of the founding 




service was sclicdtiled Ibr
a result of dwullmg amongst pMple ,, „o|y i
who came bclorc him, have reflect- church Sidnev with RCved a greater sense of understanding Ransom officiating; with cremation 
and basic humanity than perhaps f^How, Sands Chapel of Roses
to afipcar in the crowded^ machine- 
like atmosphere of Central Court.
He was the Inst lay judge to hold ,
court In Sidney, and on his last day iwi. a
before the Sidney Court, was closed « «
Z/tRyAhe’'prbvirtciid::'ibvcrnrncnL Jan.'';''-^
■ I .;1975 ,;hc'tdld.:The Rcyiew;;:"':;',:;;’:’"'.'.-:
*‘l prefer to address people by 
A their ' first name. I like them toV 
understand that I do not enjoy were rcjcJicd at the land’n^sfr#
, handing down punishment, and any office because they did not use
time I bore down on anyone in that metric measurements, 
court room it was only because I IcU The land registry .sent them back, 
ii„” reqiic,sling that they h« redrawn with
He was an itetive member of the the measurements in metric, 
f;;.';;RGMPjcterans;Associmion;andof.;;:;,.',:'';';CqimciRMll'’:*^^ve;"'si9f^^^ 
ilic Masonic Lodge. the by-law.s over again and will
He kept up an award-winning rescind the originals. 
Rarden''bl’''hisTion»e''lift 0240''Rest*"'"T'V';;;..:'':;'A'’nio'iibriJiy Aid :''RufivArmmdtO'''''’ 
;; haven Drive, and bb Ihe day of his have the byrldWsihhhtde both bieirlc'
death was smoking out a bees’ nest and Imperial measures was sup-
ihcre, when nearby shrubs caught ported by council, 
lire, two members oi Sidney Clerk bred Durrnnd svas irt* 
RCMP dctnchmcni who wM;rc pa. sirucied to call the land registry
ing by assisted him in putting out the office to ask'if that would Vie nc-
A.'-..;:;’"
fire, and the fire department .also eeptable. He wai; told ihnf the by-
wnuiui
ed.





• B.C. HEART FOUNDATION
NEED AN ELECTRICIAN?
To replace a laulty switch, add another wall plug, con­
nect an appliance or add another light in one of the 
rooms or basement. ■ .
Qualified Journeyman Electrician. Licensed and living -j
in your area can provide, an efficient service.
No Job Too Small
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V,
Free Estimates on Electric Heating, a re-wire or new construction,
Jim LeP/larquand 652-4501
SyiiER RID1H6 HOLIDAYS
a5 day sessions from 
»July 11th to 15th 
®July 18th to 22nd 




^®8:30 a.m. to 12:00 noon 
^ ®Dailf instruction on 
riding & horse care 
•Please register early to 
avoid disappointment.
RIDINC ACADEMY





Construction ^ longhouse at Tsartlip Reserve has been delayed by 
Mt all materials are on John Green photo
Continued from Page A1 cultural programs. All the
children take about half an 
Paul says that the ad- hour a day of instruction in 
dition of grade 8 to the the Salish language.
Sheila Austin, from 
a problem caused when Tsartlip, is principal of the 
Indian students go into the school and teaches grades 6 
middle school system for a and 7. The other four
t year, requiring two teachers in the elementary 
changes of schools in two school are non-Indians. All 
years. '' are employed by the Indian
There are no present Affairs department, and 
plans to extend the program have B.C. teaching cer- 
- beyond grade 8, but the tiricales. Freda Henry,
' survey showed very strong from • Pauquachani*; anu*:;
I support among parents for Jeanine Cooper rrom 
high school and even Tsartlip, who teach the 
community ..college level kindergarten classes, -are 
instruction in the Indian also fully qualified, 
school system. Philip Paul is a full-time
Education comes directly employee, approximately 
under control of the elected combining the functions of 
band councils, with all secretary/treasurer and 
council members sitting on school board chairman. He 
the school board. They are: has 10 people working 
Chief Tom Sampson and under him, including a 
councillors David Paul, physical education in- 
Ivan Morris, Simon Smith structor, secretaries, 
and Samuel Sam from counsellors and bus drivers, 
Tsartlip. and he supervises general
Chief Norman Williams administration, the added 
Sr. and councillors Max programs and the nursery 
Henry and Gregory school and kindergarten. 
Williams from Pauqua- Grades I to 7 are still 
chan. under Indian Affairs
Chief Lewis Claxton and department control; This is 
councillors Gus Underwood np longer the , normal 
Jr., Marian Underwood arrangement. Most band.s 
and Earl Claxton Sr., from have taken over total ad- 
Tsawout. mihistration bf their
Chief Vernon Jacks and schools, 
councillors Henrietta Like the provincial
Glen Jim from government; The federal 
1 seycurn. department has recently
ll is the oldest Indian been paring the locally- 
school board in B.C,, prepared budg<M, which 
formed in 1969. ' runs around S300,000 a
The school uses the year, 
provincial curriculum, with At present portable
the addition of Indian buildings provide five class­
rooms and a iibrary/re- 
Source centre; while a one- 
room schoplhouse about 40 
years old is vised for Indian 
language L classes: The 
facilities are not yet 
overcrowded, but 
projections show that they 
will be in a short time, and 
the portables will need 
expensive maintenance 
work within a few years.
The new building would 
■have seven classrooms, a 
multi-purpo^se room, a 
health room arid an arts and 
crafts room, a,s well as staff 
and administrative areas.
There will not be a gym­
nasium, but the board 
hopes that one can be 
provided from other fund­
ing sources.
In the meantime there are
plans To hold some actiy Uies 
in J a new longhouse being: 
builtj by the band close to V 
the;schoblL'v.-, '
; Paul npte^ that The 
Indian school board also 
has a responsibility con­
cerning Indian children in 
the regular school system, 
since federal law makes 
education a band council 
responsibility. There are 
presently 175 Indians in the 
public schools, in all grades 
from kindergarten to grade
Paul anticipates that 
fewer parents will choose to 
send their children to public 
schools when the facilities 
feat the Tsartlip school are 
improved.
A major concern is the 
j dropqvil ratri q^
the high school years. Some 
hrive gone on to university 
or techriical education, 
including teaching, nursirig, ; 
business administration and 
law school, blit a lot of 
others do; not finish grade 
12.
In the past five years the 
average number of Indian 
students in grade 8 has been 
23 and the average in grade j 
12 has been 14.
Discussions have recently ' 
begun' lietween the Indian 
school - board and the 
District 63 board to try to 
work out solutions for this 
problem and the various 
contributing to it,'
. including such things as 
choice of appropriate pro­
grams, but also the effects 
of racial antagonisms.
imiu
You’ve Tried the “good" times in 
... Now try the “GREAT” 
times on the Peninsula!
;ii(-
IS NOW FOR SALE
I, I ll 'i ''Visilff''''’








52 OA M.5 OD OARBEN OEMGH
"Try::our'
, FANTASTIC # ^ 
iftem SALAD BAR
V'




Uiesel ana much moiu — Puiiut,! tivu aburtiU.
H you aro in Ihft market for this size boat have a 
'"look & compare value,
Muoicd at Canoe Cove't" Dock Slip 22 or Boy 
2032 Sidney.
jjlWHIIIIW
EVERYTHING BARREL SIZE BUT THE PRICE” 
ON THE WATER











Sixteen-year-old Melanie Kirk was one of group of STAG members washing win-
Murray Sharratt photo
Sidney Teen Activity 
Group will be marking Teen 
Recognition Week July 24 
to July 31 with a softball 
game this Sunday against 
members of the Penninsula 
Community Association 
board and Sidney council, 
and with the ; Great 
Peninsula Ice Cream Eating 
Contest on July 30.
;T^
which has been officially 
proclaimed by all three 
Peninsula municipal 
councils, is intended to 
promote recognition of the 
positive contribution 
teenagers make to the 
community!
Panorama Leisure Centre 
will participate by charging 
one admission for two teens 
for roller skating on July 28 
at 1 p.m. That evening at 
the Everbody Welcome 
swim, from 7:30 to 9 p.m. 
there will also be two-for- 
£ one admission for teens:
Community 
Association will phone the 
parents of young people 
who have helped with PCA 
■V,-services:'£'';
Resthaven Lodge has a
list of young people who 
have worked over 27,500 
volunteer hours, a service 
estimated to be worth over 
$200,000. They are:
Lisa Bennett, Jeanette 
Graham, John Aitcheson, 
Sue Betts, Tar a Byers, Lori 
Carroll, Len Collins, 
Carmen Correia, Jocelyn 
Cross, Helen Delacrotez, 
Tracey Dudley, Shelly; 
EdwardsCarol ? England, 
Georgina Evans, Lisa 
Glover.
Sherri Dalton, Sandi 
;TaiLDemse:Tidnion, Tracy £ 
Tisserand, Sandra Toule, 
Diane Trevor, Michelle 
Turgeon, Karen Waistell, 
Carla Welle, Tara Whit- 
ford, Vicki Wright, Rod 
Green, Caitlin Grieve, 
Tricia Hamilton, Elizabeth 
Havies, Claire Higgins, 
Leanne Kirkland, Steven 
Kirkland, Kim Kosowah.
Renee LaBoucan, Chris 
Lindsay, Jill Made, Lori 
Manuel j Julie C Matl^ews, 
Kendra, Milk 
Nickel, Lisa Neilsen, Tim: 
Nunn, Blanche
Patrauchuk, Jolene PennerC 
kbxanna Patts, £ Jane
f '-if
Continued from Page A1
by 1986; Districts will be 
allowed to have more 
teachers if they can cut bdek
basis — ending up far worse 
off than districts which had 
ignored the provincial 
request.,C
Betts also ; p(Mhtedx b
Potter, Karen Reeve, Bey 
Remedios, Lisa Sarginson, 
Kerri Sinclaire, Annette 
Spielman, Sherrie Stansal 
and Emory Stansal.
From “a long list of 
very faithful junior 
volunteers;; called Pennies 
who have ; brightened the 
lives of Saanich Peninsula 
Hospitai patients,” 
volunteer; krvices co­
ordinator Ann Spicer 
named the following:
Me Kon Hayes, Carolyn 
Coutts, Allison Buitendyk 
and Debbi Barry.
The Great Peninsula 
Softball Game will be held 
at Sidney elementary schooh 
at 1 p.m. STAG is hoping 
that the mayor will take 
part. Notice of the game 
states that the rules have 
been changed to protect the 
innocent. John Robertson, 
of the Sanscha board, will 
umpire.
The following day there 
\yill be a swim trip to Thetis 
Lake for 13 to 18-yeaf-bldsi 
with the bus leaving the 
STAG clubhouse at noon:
Tuesday there will be a 
trip to Duncan, starting at 
11:30 a.m., for horseback 
riding at Rancho del Rio^ 
and also swimming.
Saturday at 1 p.m. in the 
Safeway parking lot there 
will be, (lie Great Peninsula 
ice Creain Eating contest, 
with a team of 10 STAG 
members edmpeti ng with a 
team from the Sidney 
Probation Office. Safeway 
is donating the ice cream,
and there is a large kophy
for the winners.
Later therd will be a 
peninsula Water-
Thirty-six people, mainly 
residents of James White 
Boulevard and Seventh 
Street, have protested in 
writing to Sidney council 
over a proposed zoning 
change to allow a gas bar on 
the north end of Mike 
Kipot’s shopping centre, 
and most of them attended 
a public hearing Monday 
evening to voice their 
objections.
The shopping centre is 
between Beacon and James 
White, fronting on Seventh, 
but the provincial highways 
ministry will not allow any 
road access onto Beacon. 
As a result the gas bar, 
originally planned for the 
Beacon corner, is now 
proposed for the corner of 
Seventh and James White.
There would be two 
accesses on Seventh and 
two on James White, but 
Kipot told council one of 
the James White accesses 
could be cutout.
He mentioned a 
McDonalds’ restaurant as a 
possible replacement if the 
gas bar is not permitted. 
That would not require any
change in the zoning or any 
public hearing.
Objections centred on the 
anticipated heavy traffic 
and the threat to children 
walking to and from 
school, plus the fumes from 
the fuel.
Mike Stanlake said that 
the station would be, in 
effect, the replacement for 
the Chevron station, which 
will be gone when an 
overpass is built, and which 
he said was probably the 
busiest station on the 
Peninsula.
Kipot asked if anyone 
could give an example of 
fumes from a gas station 
making anyone sick. He 
said there was no intention 
to have the station operate 
after 10 p.m.
The zoning would allow 
only the sale of gas, not 
automobile repairs.
Council did not discuss 
the by-law following the 
public hearing.
Another delegation, 
concerned about another 
zoning amendment, got 
immediate re-assurahee.
Amateur radio “hams” 
pointed out that an 
amendment to regulate dish 
antennae could be applied 
to their transmitters, and 
they were promised ap­
propriate wording changes.
Council also heard an 
objection to changing the 
definition of a restaurant to 
specify more than six seats.
In connection with a 
proposed by-law to cut off 
access from the Trayelodge 
property to James White 
Boulevard, council received 
a letter from the fire 
prevention officer pointing 
out that this would shut off 
access by fire trucks to two 
of the buildings because 
they are to high to go under 
the canopy.
Purpose of the by-law 
would be to prevent traffic 
from the Golden Bear pub 
using James White 
Boulevard. The; Golden 
Bear property does not have 
direct access on James 
White, but Mayor Norma 
Sealey said there was no 
way to stop traffic moving 
internally from one 
property to another.
Council also voted to bar 
television cameras from the 
question period before 
council meetings, for a 
three month trial period. 
Members; commented that 
this was because some 
people had said they fvyere 
afraid to address council 
; before: the cameras:
Aid, Ben Ethier said that 
■ if the change did riot result 
in people coming, then he 





students were honoured for 
outstanding performance in 
all aspects of school life.
The E.G. Taylor Award 
for the student with the 
highest academic results in 
each grade level was 
presented to Shane Gunster 
in grade 8, Scott West in 
grade 7, and Joy Grant in 
grade 6.
The E.J. Dorran Award 
which recognize the best all 
round Grade 8 students on 
the basis of academic 
achievement, citizenship, 
and service to the school 
was presented to Shannon 
Gordon, Andrea
Lorkowski, Carolyn 
Randall, Graeme White, 
Tina Durrance, and Kim 
, Kooy.
In recognition of 
citizenship and service in 
Grade 6 and 7, Golden 
Hawk Award went to Joy 
Shumka, Denise Russell, 
John McCartney, Yolanda 
Morbey, Rhonda Callag- 
i han, Christina Strasdas, 
Michelle Norgaard, Angela 
Wdson, Katie May, Julie 
McQuarrie, Laura 
Haughton, Bev Wake, and 
Robyn Campbell.
The Central Saanich 
Volunteer Fire Department 
this year renewed the 
funding for the Jim Creed 
Memorial Award which has
not been given since 1977. 
Students receiving this 
award must exhibit a desire 
to help, Willingness to 
follow the rules of the 
game, and friendliness to 
fellow students. Debbie 
McGuire and Trevor 
Skakun were presented with 
gold watches and their 
names will be mounted on a 
perpetual plaque.
Students who did not 
fulfill the Honour Roll 
criteria but showed 
exemplary effort and at­
titude towards their school 
work were given the Daeset 
Award. The recipientswere 
Greg Howe, Polla Scott, 
Rona Smart, Christa 
S o ut h e r n , S ha u n a 
Underwood, Charlotte 
Dennis, Linda Chow, Neil 
Gregory, Matt Kraatz, 
A1 anna VanHemmen, 
Rachel Lloyd, and Wah 
Tsang.
Many students were 
recognized for their ex­
cellence in athletics, service, 
band andmusic. Individual 
awards for math were given 
to Tim Byford, Brian Blair, 
and Joy Grant. John, 
Strasdas was given the 
award for excellence in 
Woodwork.
Honour Roll Certificates 
were presented ; to '124 
students and 28 students 






2449 Beacon Ave., Sidney
Pirates Megan Everett, Teri, Mersky arid Jennifer 
Patterson hatile on decks of squarri^^^^^^
Tuiista Park. John Grccii photo
to spending limits by saving that the pupil/tcachen rafio
.t he'moyyLlsewlicreL'L,;:::.;: u!;; ti5ed;:;Ly ;'J he";: govern^
This option would be include.? everyone on the 
fairly easy for Saanich staff with a teaching ccr-;; 
district, since it is allowed tificate, whether they are in £ 
to increase spending, but the clussroojti or not, and
Betts is afraid that it could that it docs ttoi allp'iy for r 
;;pr6ve£to''!Le.:Vn^'JrapL:that£:;:i.spceiar;clasks;>yithVcry£kty;;£ 
eventually the district students in them, 
would be ordered to reduce The actual average class 
staff anyway. size in elementary schools in
He noted that when the Saanich district is 25,1
district responded in 1982 students anL
to ministry picas to cut the middle schools is 28.2. 
spending it was then or- Figures arc not yet 
dered to make further available J'or; the senior 
reductions on a percentaae secondary
rncloh Eating Contest (no 
hands allowed) in^ ;^ 
anyonecanchallengejiiny* 
one they wish; A 
heeded swimming trip will 
follow.
::AOn iriday; STAGwill 
hold si bottle drive.
An RGMP report in last 
week’s issue of The Review 
incorrectly stated that two 
local residents, Anthony 
Edward Wass and Jordy 
John Sandcrsdri had been 
Lhargcd with wilfiii damage 
!;,jh;''-;connecti0n;£ with'£,$35';: 






jhai the information given 
out was hot correct; as no!









Island View Freezer ltd.
70D5 Ea«tS«ll!cD 84:682*2411 
8-5Mo(l.4HUR8.8-6FRIi
OPEN SUNDAY 10 ^ 5 
2120 KoatlngX Road
THE REVIEW
Wednesday, July 20, 1983
A government in time of recession faces two big 
problems: in the community it serves, unemploy­
ment; in its own operations, lack of money.
The B.C. government, two weeks ago, brought 
in a budget and other legislation intended to ease 
the second problem somewhat, but at the cost of 
making the first problem worse.
It is hard to undkstand why such a course was 
chosen, since there was another, better option. 
Whatever
have been
Had this been done on a sliding sca.le, with small 
reductions for those on low salaries and drastic 
cuts in the top brackets; it would have caused little 
real hardship.
There is an ongoing preoccupation with water 
problems in North Saanich. Always the municipal 
council, and usually a large segment of the residents of 
North Saanich, find that reliable delivery of water to all 
who want it is not easily achieved.
Ultimately we find bottlenecks and disagreements 
having to do with money and jurisdiction. The technical 
considerations are the least difficult aspect of the 
problem.
ser-
vices at current levels, and would have added no 
one to the unemployment rolls.
It is true that pay cuts for public employees have 
been unthinkable for decades, but no more un­
thinkable than removing their job security, which 
this government had now done.
If it was prepared to risk a massive confrontation 
with its employees over that issue, why not do it, 
• over something that would |do more good and less
Whether or not public employees are overpaid is 
beside the point. It would have been a case of im­
posing on everyone a small share of the general 
misfortune instead of crushing some and leaving 
‘‘vOthers untouched. ,. . -
There would have been protests from union 
' leaders, of course, but the vast majority of govern-
are ciirplv havi'Wripfprred




1; Extending a fi 
along Wain Road; and 
2. The large water ts
unproductive . landmark atop Gloake Hill;
In the first case, the proposal for an added waterline
along Wain Rd^ has been rejected for the second time by
the voters in referendum. What is most disturbing now
that another attempt may be made next year, 
presumably by yet another referendum.
The concept of “user pay” is well established for 
trunk mains that service directly one street. This has 
been followed in North Saanich for recent lines on 
Cromar, Gullhaven, John, Neptune and Norris. So, 
why not “ user pay” financing of Wain Rd.?
With regard to the 4'/2-milli6n litre storage tank on 
Cloake Hill, it seems sad indeed that this water source 
remains untapped. If connected to mains along West 
Saanich Rd., much of North Saanich would benefit, 
including the Deep Cove axea during periods of peak 
^;demand.
Since a wide segment of North Saanich would gam 
from use Of the reservoir, the cost to hook up to existing 
mains could be paid out of general revenue. The costs to 
the municipality to tie-ih to the tank have been stated, 
blit r suspect that they are somewhat exaggerated.
We would be well served by a master plan. North 
Saanich continues to have a somewhat haphazard and 
adhoc approach to water planning!
Eugene M. Bailin 
LandsendRd.
60 YEARS AGO
From the July 19,1923, issue of The Review
Mr. B.S. Vickers, aged 35 years, a carpenter and 
builder residing at 2873 Inez Drive, Saanich, is dead as 
the result of an accident as tragic as it is unusual.
According to the refiort, the deceased went into the 
kitchen of his house about II o’clock Monday night to 
get a drink. He poured out a glass of lemonade and in 
the darkness raised it to his lips. Unseen, a wasp, no 
doubt attracted to the edge of the glass by the sugar in
the mixture, had fallen into the liquid.
At the first swallow, the insect was; drawh into the 
drinker’s throat, and before it could be dislodged had
stung the throat wall. The resultant swelling was rapid
and in a moment Mr. Vickers was strangling; A call was 
sent for Dr. Sinclair; but before he could Teach the 
unfortunate man’s home, life was extinct.
'■■50 YEARS AGO\ ■■■:'■■'
From the July 19,1933 issue of The Review
Twelvemonths have passed by since the North 
Saanich Board of Trade came into being, incorporating 
the old Sidney Board of Trade, which : became;
k
?•
“Common-law.husband’’ and “common-law wife”
are terms that we' hear often, but many people are 
surprised to- learn that as far as Canadian law; is con-
.Tittle rather than see their co-workers lose so much.
' Whether the bureaucracy is too large is also 
beside the point. Most people would probably 
agree that it is, but the time to cut back is when the 
private sector is growing and looking for workers, 
not when millions of Canadians are already unable 
to find work.
cerned “common-law marriages” really do not exist. 
Generally speaking, if a man and a woman decide to
relationship just as if it were a relationship between two 
friends, or business associates. But there are exceptions.
In some areas, the law does recognize that a common- 
law relationship can be very much like a marriage and 
sometimes ought to be treated that way.
First; there is '
entitled, generally speaking, to one^-half each of all the 
family assets when a marriage breaks up, no matter 
which one is the legal owner.
The definition of “family assets” is complicated, but 
basically it includes those things owned by either one 
and used for a family purpose. It would include for 
instance; the house, the family car, RRSP’s and savings. 
But it can also include a business owned and run by
to support each other .according to their,cheumstances, 
But the Family Relations Act in British Columbia 
extends this support obligation to cover common-law
. ..... ..................... .................. ;;*;;■■
We regret a slip of pen in last week’s editorial
That named Sidney as one of the municipalities in­
volved in a lawsuit regarding payments of federal
The other municipality with which North 
Saanich is joining forces in court is Esquimalt, not 
Sidney.
First, the pair must; have lived together as husband 
and wife for at least two years; and second, the;a^ 
plication for support must be made to court within a 
year after the separation.
If those two conditions are met> then a court will 
consider the application for maintenance on the very 
same grounds it would use in the case of a legal 
;Tnarriage;>::
Cbmmori-law spouses, however, do apt get the same
in . BrUish Columbia, legally-marric
i But hone; of this applies to common-law spouses. ; 
There it Is legal ownership and financial contribution 
that Count. Of course, if the two parties have made a 
legal contract goVernirig the ownership of assets, that 
will determine who gets what.
But if a couple simply lives together for 20 years, 
unmarried, he building up a business or working at a 
job accumulating a pension and other assets, while she 
is the homemaker; she won’t have any claim bn his ■ 
assets when they split up. Of course, she may well have a 
claim for maintenance if she applies in time.
In many other areas, besides division of property, the 
law refuses to recognize the “common-law marriage^’. 
At income tax time, a common-law spouse cannot claim 
hisbr her partner as a dependent.
Common-law spouses are not responsible for each 
other’s debts unless they have co-signed, of have a 
contract to that effect. This is in contrast to the legal 
'■"■''-"CohUmicefonTage AS"'"-''
It is with great pride that the board can looK oacK on
its year’s endeavors and see the result achieved during 
that period in the matters which it has taken up. 
Pressure in the matter of public works necessary in the 
district in the case of the renewed ferry slip, and the new 
projected extensions to-the'Sidney wharf and float 
space, have both been" successful; the new ferry slip 
being already built and in operation and the work to 
increase the breakwater protection and add to the float 
space having passed by the government and is now 
under construction.
40 YEARS AGO
From the July 21,1943, issue of The Re view
A large black bear that has been roaming through 
South Saanich farms and orchards searching for 
cherries and berries is reported to have residents on their 
guard, according tb J ,W. Jones, game warden. Las^
week Mr. Jones and a party of hunters saw the bear heaf 
old West Saanich Road and Elk Lake; but failed to stop 
him with six shots. The bear was first seen by two girls 
two weeks agio at Keating, and last Saturday was seen at 
a farm at Beaver Lake, where he damaged several cherry ;
■Sr:
trees.
budget hiatfers; I ibally didn^Tlhink that application^^0
the sales tax to long-distance telephone calls and 
restaurant bills over $7 would place us in a position of 
hardship.
,teh»cerit'taxph A'pack of cigdrettes.:;
I wasn’t too impressed with the cancellation of the 
firsthbmhbWner grant. It will hprtfhc housingjhdusiry
- horne.;'
VICTORIA — Political analysts will look back on 
1 July 7,19113, with awe.
What the government did on that day can only be
described as amastcrpiccebf poliilcadmanocuyrelnB.^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^
1'hc manoeuvre began shortly after 2:30 p.nt. when 
I Finance Minister Hugh Clurfis rose in the House tb read 
^ 1 his budget speech.
I Initial rcsrK)n.se from the opposition and assorted 
1 observers noiwlthstanding.^^d^ ; itself : is a
j relatively rcasonoblc document that should elicit a 
'd^casdhable'crltique: ■
instotefbrus,'-■.„■:
First, there was the increase in the sales tax hy one 
percentage point. Tlierc are as many so-called 
ecbnomisis who will tell you that this increase will he 
i ; detrimental to economic rccovcryi as there arc thqse 
I who will assure you that it won’t ihake any tUffcrcncc,
) . I tend to go with the latter. Yes, the Increase will
" ' ' deprive the iparket piavc bf.ihOiiic,$l%l0;,milli6n dutm&
I the remainder of the fiscal year and an estimated $170
i I million next year, but tlml won’t be enough to slow
.......
That, I believe,
Btit then, things are tough all over, we can’t have 
everything wc want. After all, the recession isn’t over 
i andi according to the budget, we arc headed for a $1.6 
billion deficit.
you not to take that figure 
too seriously. I will cat this coWitm if that deficit wHl 
hot turn but to be far lower, closer to $75(> million by , 
the end of the fiscal year.
The privatization of a couple pf ski hills and a bus 
line, as well as the outstanding magazine Beautiful 
;'";;Briiish''Cbjumbia,,alsobldn’it worry nic too muchb'':;;;:
As I .said, aftenreading and rereading the budget, ! 
came to the conclusion that aU things? considered, this; 
was not a bad budget. Not bad at all.
So far, the scenario was the same ns it has been since 
ilw--first'^''budgct:Vwas''intrbduccd;:;in 'The ■Tcgislatufe^'-" 
Nothipg unusual.
to fly. We had seen nothing.
.■■'-;A’wad;of''bills;;!wpuldf)c,introducedJiorfly that wbuld^
boggle our minds, , .
Nothing could have prepared me for the shockwave 
of Icgir.lation that parted romitig down at about 4 p.m. 
In pile-driver fashion, the ministers rose, introduced 
bills and sat down again.
“Mvt .Sivuker, 1 have tiu; honor to , . . In all, *.6 
pieces ol legislation were dioppcd, legislation that i.s
fairly tame and reasonable, the bills'Tl^^
boggled the mind, indeed.
In 26 strokes, the government wiped out rent con­
trols, gave notice that rent reviews would cease a year 
from noW;:killed the Human Rights Commission and 
the Human Rights Branch, elpscd dQwiv;cohsuriier- 
cbmpjairit offices throughout the province, took away 
scnidfiiy frbmTviblic servattts; told them tImt from noW 
on they could be fired without cavisc, and gave notice 
that an estimated 2,400 teachers would face the axe 
iduring the next few years.
There was ci year's worth of licadlincs in those bills, 
Each bni^Tif thcm will wreak havoc, with someone, 
:placc some families bn the unemployment roll; add to 
the hardship of British Columbians.
Some 'week^ back, a public servant said privately
Pilot officer W. Ivan Mouat; RGAF, Salt Spring 
Island, attached to a;n RAF Squadron overseas, for the 
past year and believed to; have been flying a fighter 
plane, has been reported missing, according to word 
received by his parents Mr. and Mrs. W.M, Mouat, 
'■GangesHarbbur.';-'':->-'."'"^"--.'';
•■30YEARS'AGO
From the Jjiily 22,1953, issue of The 
Ratepayers of Sidney Village set a sound precedent 
this week , when the due date for paynient of taxes saw a 
total of 85 per cent collections, reported Village Clerk 
A.W. Sharp, last week. Taxes not yet paid will be 
Subjected to a penalty, :
on its own behalf. They were formerly payable to the 
prpvincial gdvcrruncHtJ-Svheh Sidti^ 
unorganized territory of North Saanich.
Michael Fitz-Jattics, enrouic from Victoria to 
:! Vancouver;oh The last lap^i p^
Norv^ay abdard the “Makeh’’; ills 45*fouf hctc^^ 
sliipi put intOiWhalcrs Bay to spend abbuMc^o^^ 
his bid holiday grbunds on Galiano;;
The brilliant political manoeuvre was the con- 
tainment ot Cl 
bfmiscry in halfan hour.
^, ’Tree of any hysteriftb....,,,; ■, -■.■
I reacted in the .same fashion to most of the other
ndthingshortoflraumailclhitreltect;-......
;::':'WhftreasTlib' budget Tpeecb'arid; the,' budget, had; been intcrprci-theirmandaie*
effectively briticize The measures in The House, and 
before the real effects begin to make themselves felt 
with the public; it will all be over,
penalty. One jolt of hlgb-voltage
clcctr'lciiy.and1t’sd6hb'.:'':''';'-:;:'':;;\'
Of bourse, there will still be headlines as the bills are 
debated in the lcgislatur«,,but ihe.biggest shock wll be . 
"'■ ■ovcr,byihbvi.;;;;''';b';'' ;̂'■■■:
Thbib is too much meat In the 26 bills to even begin 
i disbusslhg them in this column. I will try in subsequent 
'%ceks'td'dealwith:thc majorqncs 
- I et me lust say one more Thingj The government 
; obviously acts as if it had aT(K) per cent mandate. Well, 
it doesn’t. Only 10 out of every 20 voters gave tiie 
government ft mandate; the other 10 didn't.
■ “AruF'CVen';tbc:teit'::whb;dld,"eoutdh’t;;knbw'by'ftny;
TOYEAKSAGO:,,,.,
Troin the July 24;T963; issue of The ^ ; ^
Unfortunately this issue of the Review is missing frbrrt 
the files.
lOYEAUS AGO
From the July 18,1973, Issue of The Review 
Do you own a rov/boat? If It floats and you also have
'":'.;Rowlng'Revicw.. , . , ^ ,,
You might just win a cash prize. "''
The race commences Saturday, July 28 at 10 a,m. in 
front bf the Sidney governmcpt b'harf. A patrol vessel 
from the Royal Canadian Mounted Police marine 
division will keep a weather eye on each race and life
Use of whips as a method of motivating slack or; 
dispirited brewmembers aboard competing craft is 
looked upon with dislavour by the select Judge's 
cbmmiitec. However, Deep CoVemcb patron Jol^rt 
Davies of Deep Cove says he will instruct The sooke
Tboiehiry
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Golwood-Langford the inlet to preserve the The Partridge Hills are 
advisory planning com- view from Butchart’s presently zoned for one 
mission has recommended Gardens, and the house to 30 acres, 
to the local planning and dedication of park land on
zoning committee of the the west side, and suggested
Capital Regional District the region should have a 
that it approve the hotel “greenbelt commercial 
and golf course that zone” for golf courses.
Windmill Enterprises Ltd. recommendations
wants to build on the ^j-g binding on the
Partridge Hills above Tod planning committee, which 
Inlet, but not the ac- meets July 27 to decide
companying housing. what to recommend to the
The proposal called for regional board.
YOUR PROFESSIONAL 
BARBER 
& HAIR STYLIST 
Experienced in Conventional 
and Modern Hairstyling 
Perms (Body Waves).
fues.’Sat. 8:30-5:30 
iVIAIIINA COUItT on 2nd street 656-4443
Oppose U.S. Mfssrte Testing in Canada
Peace
. . . o., r~, 900 homes to be built One hurdle faced by
Having his cake and getting its picture too, 84-year-old Thomas Devlin was around the course over a Windmill Enterprises will
photographed with Canadian Imperial Bank of Commerce festive cake when 2Q.yQ^T \)tT\od be removed with new
renovations were completed last December. Last week he was honoured as bank's . i v provincialTegislation which
oldest customer, since 1918, in Edmonton, and was given copy of picture. Ajchiiect Russe ^ will invalidate the regional
Manager Jim Watt did honours. John Green pholo proposed development,
commented that it may not
are not allowed, since golf, . - which Vandiver has saidcourses do not make must be finished this year so 
that the hotel and golf 
He did welcome the course can be ready for
commission’s endorsement Expo’86.
of the concept of a Local settlement plans in 
Canoe Gove Marina “Our intention is to berths. unorganized territory,
came to North Saanich phase in the development” The matter will be given hills. although done by the
committee Monday night to said Simson, adding that further study when the The commission also regional district are not 
request water lease ex- fiije protection at the site community plan is recommended dedicating thought to be affected by
pansion of 2.23 hectares, or now exceeds the current by- reviewed. part of the hillside facing the legislation.
ParIgameM Byildings 
Saturday, July 23, 4:60
The Canadian government has bent under U.S. pressure and agreed to test the’ 
Cruise Missile in Canada.
5.5 acres in the Canoe Bay law and management has 
area. taken action to eliminate
It is the fifth time the live-aboards. There are only 
group has made such a 11 live-aboards in the 
request, according to marina at this time, he said, 
general manager John ^ The biggest improvement 
Simson. in the marina will stem, he
“We’ve been ^ given stresses, ? from the recent 
approval: in principal; five hiring of a full-time general 
times,” said Simson w^^^ manager, 
went on to describe how the Mayor Jay Rangel said he 
management has been and believed the proposal 
plans: to continue, should be supported by
upgrading the marina. proven local need for more
Canada must not be a part of this dangerous escalation of the arms race. More 
nuclear weapons will not provide increased security. More nuclear weapons will 
only increase tensions and signal a new round in the arms race. Only an im­
mediate freeze on the development and deployment of new weapons can lead 







Continued from Page A4 >
). obligation a husband-has, .had historically to provide 
necessities such as rent and food to his wife. For




example, a grocer may sue the husband for the price of 
J food sold to the wife.
' When one of the partners in a common-law
relationship dies, leaving no will, the survivor may be 
eligible to make a claim on the estate. The surviving 
’ .spouse must have lived with the deceased spouse, as
husband-wife, for the two years immediately preceding 
his/her death and must have been maintained by 
; him/her for that period.
Where those conditions are met; a Supreme Court 
I judge may order that a pbftion of the estate be set aside
for the surviving spouse. This is generally treated as 
maintenahce, and not ai an “inheritahce’ ’. By contrast, 
a legal spouse of one who dies without a will is 
automatically entitled to the use of the family home for 
i plus tlie first $20,000 6f the estate, plus a portion of
the remainder, depending on the number of children,
I do recognize some cdrnmbn-law
g relationships when it comes to paying out death ] 
benefits.
■ To qualify under the Canada Pension Plan, for in-
< stance, you 'must be able fo show a degree of stability
i and continuity in tire relationship. You also must have
I been living openly as husband and wife for a year; of
I three years if you weren’t legally able to marry -— if one
^ ^ of you was already married, for example. Even if you
i meet all those conditions, it’s still up to the Minister of
Health to decide.
Workers’ Compensation has even stricter criteria. 
The WCB requires five years’ cohabitation, publicly 
holding yourselves out as husband and wife. Only two
/ they won’t pay if there is another dependent spouse in
CUT FROHi CANADA ‘A’ BEEF LOIN
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CANADA NO. 1 Tb.i
the background;
i arc in a commdndaNv rdaiioriship of are contemplating 
entering into oni;, you should take nothing for gfanted y 
as far as yotir legal rights go. The only way to know 
1 where you stand'in Terms of dwhership of ipioperiy;^^;; 
maintenance rights :and obligations, pension ; benefits ; 
and rights to each other’s estate is to get it in writing.
There arc three simple thing.? you can do, to clarify 
youiTcgnI rights.
First, prepare a wilh clearly stating how you want 
your assets divided oiVyour death.
Second, make a cohabitation contract setting out, for 
example, that vvliatcvcr assets arc accumulated during 
the Bourse of ilhi commondaw relationship will be 
shared equally once the relationship ends; / ^
Thirtl, fegistey Jolntly-tujrchascd^^a^ 
house dr car or kvirigs account into both Ttames; then 
both of you own them equally.
As you can see, tlic legal isslies arising out of com*
mdn-law relationships may be quite cdmplexyYoti may
*whht to consider talking to a la^yljr add getting some 
initial advice. TI 
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Garcia reported 
back in
A story in a daily 
newspaper last week quoted 
an anonymous “company 
official” as saying that 
Tony Garcia, one of the 
original founders of 
Dynatek, has changed his 
mind about withdrawing 
from the project.
Garcia had pulled out of 
Dynatek in May and made 
his own proposal to the 
provincial government 
because he wanted the 
company merged with his 
own California integrated
circuit marketing firm, 
Iiiterlek. With him went an 
announced $4 million 
investment.
The spokesman is quoted 
as saying that Garcia and 
company president Gus 
Syjuco have made up their 
differences, but he would 
not say how much Garcia’s 
investment will be.
The Review has been 
unable to contact any 
representative of Dynatek 
in the past week to obtain 
confirmation of the story.
PURSUANT TO PROVINCIAL GOVERNMENT ORDER-IN-COUNCIL 
No, 788. PASSED ON MARCH 6. 1974, ALL VENDORS OF
TO HOLD A VALID PERMIT 
THOSE VENDORS WITHIN THE CAPITAL REGIONAL DISTRICT
ANY DISTRICT HEALTH OFFICE FOR FURTHER INFORMATION
and Ward Gammell on the acre they retired to on Keating Ridge. Ward stands
infield of babysbreath where front lawn used to be. Ruth checks flowers hang­
ing to dry in what was once garage. John Green photos
SHOULD ENSURE THAT THEIR SUPPLIERS HAVE THE PROPER 
PERMIT. DR. A.S. ARNEIL
nOMMlINITY HEALTH OFFICER
Acre
h^e added a few trees since M like a peasant in ; She also planted grams, ,
then. We have about 70 France’V she said; ‘‘The thistles, and grasses, su as
apple ? trees, ; mainly store manager bought all pampas grassy and she
Transparents, Spartans and the flowers and advised niey added dock, y milkwe
McIhtoshyC Spartans grow to use the perennial seed for yarrow, tansy and teazle to
the best, and we can’t keep babysbreath. I had been ; her garden plants, v ^
up to the demand for using the annual seed She brought back some
Transparents.” before that.” Winged-everlasting . seeds
“We have a good market That was when the from Australia, and also an
for our surplus fruit,” Gammells stopped having a Australian grass called
Ward continued.” Mostly front lawn, with grass. We Bunny tails,
its a word of mouth market, needed the lawn area to “Gerrnan statice is the
v * hf. one tells another, and grow babysbreath, and the worst thing I’ve ever tried
holiday m 1965, when he ^ garden soon ex- to grow” Ruth confided.
: , vvp stationed ^n Ottawa ^ ^oth She has three rows of statice
■ Ruth and Ward Gammell 
refer to their property on 
Keating Ridge as Gods’ 
tittle Acre. They own an 
acre of land at the end of a 
cul de sac on Alta Vista 
Place, and they have 
transformed it into a 
profitable oasis of fruit 
trees and flowers.
. The Gammells came to 
' Vancouver Island for a
r ; ...a Vuh. Iho che^^^ pears, apricots, of the driveway.down the road Rmhi who “‘fhe next 'year, Dave drying shed and looked
, comes from St. Walburg
ynaixney iiccu. - -------- - , .
' The Gammells also grow the side lawns on either side in her front garden, and the




filberts., walnuts, hazelnuts, wholesaler, came out and
......... " . ......... ■ ' " ' " hOW:-
for
;^ed a real estate agen to, .aught the Gammells
drive them arouirf on the babysbreath
Saameh Penninsula. growing almost sale.
home. pvprvthino: Ruth said. • y‘T
m
pacific most impressive.
Ruth-had to'convert the 
car port .for.use as a drying 
shed, so Ward enclosed the 
area to make it serve that 
purpose.
Before they went ho e everything, Ruth said. “They bought the entire When our children left
they had bought a half-acre They have a small patch crop that year, Ruth home, 1 hung flowers in 
‘ lot in a new subdivision, Qf raspberries, logan- remembered. “Out of .35 their bedrooms, then '''hen
, ' formerly a strawberry field, berries cascades (black- cents worth of seed I made everything else was filled up
1; on Keating Ridge. berries) concord grapes, red $300.” we made arrangements to
They bought the first lot and black currents, Ruth began to read books use Mrs. Kerr s empty 
sold in the subdivision, and gooseberries and sour on how to dry flowers ^ barn, which 4S,^
built the first house, adding cherries. when to cut them. She blocks away. i, „
the adjoining half acre to “I’ye found that there is planted flowers that were We are lucky to have 
the property a year later, so more rnney in growing good for dryings such, as that’’, Wtnd said,^as te^^
they could plant an or- flowers than fruit, but the Globe amaranth. Love-lies- are no othei empty bar ^
flowers are more work”, bleeding, meadow rue, around.“We have it filled
' ,, Ruth said money“We planted a vegetable this time of year I lanternsf allium, ibve-in-a- wires' in three ;tiefsv^:\t^^
the firstTear^and^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^vj^-j^ ij^jgj^ Agells bf Ireland, mangers are full and the
Gammell explains, the ^ started to explore strawflowers, and many Selling dried flowers 
carrots were about r...
this season the Gammells 
are; busy supplying three 
wholesalers who deliver up- 
island twice a week. It is 
hard work to have the 
orders ready and to cope 
with the vagaries of the 
weather at harvest time. : y 
. The Gammeli’s load up 
their car with fruit each 
summer and visit their son 
Stuart, who Tarms in St. 
Walburg, Saskatchewan.: 
^They cornp hbine with their 
winter’s meat supply for the 
freezer.
They have about a dozen 
chickens and this keeps 
them supplied with fresh 
eggs and^an' ocassional bird 
for the pot;
The Gammells have a 
magnolia tree at their front 
and back door
Mow, “j3Ut on The Dog35
At the Waddling Dog we’ve added.something new. 
Now we give you a bonus coupon when you fill up at 
our gas station. It gets yovji a 10% discount in our dining 
room, coffee shop or off a room rate.
We still have very competitive ; prices for gas. The 
coupon is a little something extra. If you donl drive, 
clip the coupon below. Then come on in and ‘‘put on 
The..Dog‘''for'less.;
2‘t76M6UNTNEWTONXRoXD;- 
SAANICIHTON, VICTORIA. B.C; VOS IMO 
'652-11-16
PRESENT THIS CO IN OUR DINING 
' room OR COEEEE SHOP AND, WE’U
DEDUCT 10% FROM'THE PRICE OP YOUR
- , MEaLPr PRESENTjlt; AT THE PRpNT.DESK
' ' AND RECEIVE 10% OfF YOUR ROOM RATE.
;:'.'ONEedurbN‘FtR~puRCMASt“
ifSiCNEOf
“Your supposed to have 
it,” Ruth said, “It brings 
love to your house.”
S JOHN, THE WADDLING DOC-;
inches and a
star ted ;Tb,rimf 
the soil with fer- 
The second :year I 
planted the brehard and 1
s
V5;t:
the commercial possibilities 
of her flower garden when 
Ward was ill for a time, 
i She filled her canner with 
flowers and took them 
down to Brown's Florists 
and sold them- for: a few v 
dollars* She aliso tried 
Woodward Florists on Fprt 
Street, and when she was 
taking her flowers out of 
: the car tbcrc she bahght her 
heel and fell, spreading her 
wares ail over the sidewalk.
other varieties. begins in Getober, but at
:SID!ii'EY;IVIEip'<^ARKET^
9786 - Znd Start 656-7535
AU. OUR MEAT IS ACEO, CBAIM-PEP, CUftWAHTEED C,ANAPA "A"
T-BONE, NEW- VOEiK 
RIB EYE STEAKS
NOntSE SAUSAOES ~ PgAK 9EEF & BAN6EIIS
An accident July 17, 
Involving a motorcycle and 
a car in the 8000 block, 
West Saanich Rd., caused 
considerable damage , but 
remarkably no one was 
seriously injured,
Police said a ntotorcyclc 
. driven by Gordon VIcal, 40,t 
and carrying his 13|-year*old 
:’S0n *jhotlV::.'of 7565 
; Tbmilnspn Rd., , collided 
with a car about 2:25 p.m. '
There were no apparent 
injuries and no one was sent 
'"rihkcf'
■:?: hbwbvcr;^:.\vas' reported :'^as a
projtimately $3,000 
'''’;d'ama|e.VTbbTar «lriych':hy; 
Harold Kendrick, 61, of 
Victoria received ap­
proximately $1,600
Police could not give 
||;||||||ct:!:*dctall8i;on.,Jip^:;,th 
Actddeni occurred but said 
hsd:; bccff: .;issued:7 ti
rof failing to keep to
not only Off toflate photos of^
Family during their visit Between june 14 
and July I pf this yea^^^ But vyill also have 




V Mif “1| ^
the last (tvo years in the lives of the 
most notable couple in the world.
Continue your collection of Royal 
Family books with The 19S3 




bdolti which Is due for release 
in August '83, now! ,
Plca$« nbte'ttiese'; special feiitturest
• Urge 1 book format;
Printed on sterling,gloss paiyer.
• Urninated cover.
• Full color throughout.
071 VivT or MAKPfCArri flccounts oMyl 
.. ^________ _______ _ trtllT4t 6rM7.10i;».;Monkft.;:,:oVrtm:':to.:s'."iim^:
.lltaMI MM <«*• """W **” ■'
-UXMK -y -y v.r:y..y,:.'y ..y •
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Winter cauliflower may 
provide a partial answer to 
the problem of alternate 
crops for Central Saanich 
acreage where potato 
growing has been banned 
because of the golden 
nematode.
Dr. Bob Harris, who is 
conducting, tests for the
alternate crops committee, 
is confident that varieties 
obtained from southern 
England, which grow in a 
worse climate than that of 
the Peninsula can provide 
fresh caul i flower 
throughout the winter and 
spring.
Some cauliflower was
grown for marketing in 
March, April and early May 
this year, and there was no 
problem selling it.
market for cauliflower and 
that more could have been 
sold than was grown.
Darryl Peterson, 
manager of the Island 
Vegetable Co-operative 
Association, agrees that 
there was a good off-season
Harris also hopes that 
much the same can be done 
with winter cabbages. He is 
doubtful that they can be 
produced without some gap 
around March, but is trying
for an extended season plus 
varieties that will store well 
and retain their colour.
These crops are by no 
means a complete answer, 
even if fully successful, 
since they require well- 
drained land, which much 
of the former potato land is
not.
mem
Horst Klein in whaler 
stands by stranded 
sailboat at Sucia Island.
The 40-foot charter 
houseboat Rosemary Ann, 
from Anacortes, ran onto 
Cooper Reef north -of 
Gooch Island at full speed 
T h u f s d ay mo r n i n g, 
wrecking twin rudders, 
pr opellors and propellor 
shafts. There were fiye 
couples on board, and they 
thought the boat was taking 
water.
Horst Klein and Svend 
Mariagerj responded: to vthe 
:May Day caU at 10:35 a;m 
and brought five women 
and two men to Sidney in 
Klein’s Boston . Whaler, 
leaving three-men-on the 
boat. A Coast Guard in­
flatable from the cutter 
Ready arrived later, and a 
fisheries patrol vessel was 
also on hand.
It turned out that the 
boat had not been holed, 
and Klein with the Queen of 
Storm later towed it back to 
\''Ahacortes.^;'l'':
retuiion
On July 9, at 4:20 a.m., 
Klein and Jim Condon, 
who were at Tumbb Island, 
were dispatched by the U.S. 
Coast Guard to Echo Bay 
bn Sucia Island, where the 
26-foot Brandiywine II, 
from; Vancouver, had run 
up bn a submerged reef 
while heeled bver under 
sail.
The owners, Mr. and 
Mrs. F. Jansen, had 
reached shore on a small 
island in a dinghy. 
Although the boat pounded 
on the reef as the tide fell it 
was not holed, and , the 
whaler towed it clear at high 
tide at 7 p.m. .
In the past two weeks 
B.C. Lifeboat Society craft 
have also responded to half 
a dozen other calls which 
turned out to be less 
serious. On July 4, Svend 
Mariager picked up a 
; wbmen in heecl of medical: 
attentibh frbm a y .S, craft 
between Sidney and James 
Island and brought her to 





Review publisher, W.R; L6iselle is: 
pleased to arinounce: the'appointr;/ 
merit of Ron Bell as sales 
representative.
Ron brings to this position exten­
sive exp^iehce; in retail sales arid? 
merchandising.. Most recently Mr.: 
Bell worked in various retail lines r 
such as hardware, clothing, 
-automotive, sporting goods and
furniture.
‘WithIthis: retail backgroundRon 
will be able to supply'you, our 
advertisers, with good sensible 
; adveilisinig ideas and, servicing:
The v Review is; jhe ; Peninsula’s 
oldest established; weekly news-: 
: paper; and our staff is; ready to; 
:.serve,you;,;
N4r. .and'';;, Mrs;i 
Hoole of Sidney, were feted 
recently at a dinner party 
given in their honour by 
Mrs. Hoole’s brothers,
Brig. ; T.E. Snow o f 
Fred ri ct o nf N, B. and A. J. 
(Jim) Snow of Powell 
River, B C: and their wives;
Also attending the family 
gathering were Mrs. 
Hoole’s sister, Mrs. J.B.
;;;Carrv'by,Wbbd!R'ock,; ;N,c 
Brunswick, and other close 
relatives. Brig. Snow and 
Mrs. J.B. Carr were visiting 
family and friends prior to 





Booths available for 




From: $79,500. 3 bedrooms, 2 
bathrooms built by; Kipot Construe-.; 
liop, a quality builder , See theso now, 
still lime to rnakc changes and addi-
CONDOnHINIUMS
Large one bedroom 3rd floor and 
ground floor units, Fireplaces, laun-;, 
dry in suilo.;Supcr localion, $59,500
:^ ;A; 50y20 'l!,; with a cute bungalow. 
; ^7one(^;commc^clal.^',^^ 




$265,000; : Luxury : with ;ihe (iiiest : 
';wate>v.;;viflws:: po55ldlo;'’lhro0: 
;vbedroprns; 2 hathrooms,;The;ultimalC;: 
: in. line living .;yiew:anyiimc;v
llWIMlIHtIWll—WtIttIWMIll
COUMMERCIAL
Fvi'eiieni oiticH spaefe at 4.000 soHtMddaily suited (or Proledslonals aunh as doc-: 
tors or accountants,
Fnr Htfrittlnnal InfnrmAlInn or 
viowing any oi iho abovo call me
john F. Cotiwell
.. 3Sa-6454 > 592-9823
PENINSULA CHURCH DIRECTORY
1 (.'innUn*'' .jS .1 LnibiiiI isliucjs in this oiieilory ntc provKlofl iree ol (h.iint* in S.i.-itu h f'. nmsui 
Rpvit'vv b!)ti nbl
ALLIANCE
•Sidney Alliance Church - M.isonu m.iii s.t.utit hion
ANGLICAN
•St. Andrew's Rov Duvid f uiltT 
968;^ did SI . Sidney 
-St, David By-the-Sea ■ Rev At Odes
-Si Mary's CuMi.t Ave S.i.ii’.i;nioti
•St .Mu'h.u’i A All AngelA RiMlof. A!i:h(h'.i{Lin \\ d .ttiii 
4?;j3 West S.i.mn h Ro,itl, RoydtOnK 
•St. Stephen's Ht*v Ivanhitlei 
: St SU'pm'n S Rd
•Brentwood Parish Church Rev A Pclm: ?‘15! Sr-i Dtivo Itfvntc.onii H ly 
• Holy.Trinity Rev t) M.itiiis Mills Pd unnWfSt S.i.tnuh Ro N(»:iit S i-'n't ti
BAPTIST
•Bethel Fellowship — P.islor rj R H.niistin 
??6') Mills Ril .Sidney .
•Friendship Baptist Church - P.isiw time Ki.iioiii Sieily s Ctoss Rit 
•Sluggell Memorial Church-- 7008 VV S.Mnirli Bo tiientwcuKl R.iy P.islw V N'onlst, 
•Elk Lake Baptist Church - Hev l .M lunk b3c3 P.d B.iv H'.v.iy 











O n Avo l^nv.ii O.ik rii.ve 
H(”. R,-e(i tiiey 658-5121
CATHOLIC
•Our Lady ot the Assumption — 77?f> Wesl Sdumch Rd 
•St. Elizabeth's Church — lOOdO third Si Sidney 656-7433
FOURSQUARE GOSPEL
•Sidney Foursquare Church - - Pasioi Dean Wilson 








10:30 am.. 1. . lySUNDAY:
- school;& worship; 
v';.;;'i.sERvicE.';
: Stelly's Secondary School: 
Hi627:Stelly’sX Rdv^











792 Sea Dr., Brentwood Bay 
“Jesus Chris! is Lord” 
SUNDAY. JULY 24th 
(Trinity 8)
8:00am . . .HolyCommunion 
10:30am‘ Family Communion 
(A service for the 
whole family) 
Everyone Welcome









Mills Rd. & W; Saanich Rd. 
NORTH'SAANICH
TRINITY 8
8:00 a, m; . ::, , Holy Eucharist 





The Rev. D. Malins, S.S.C, 
Rector 656-3223 ‘
; 8a,m,: . V, . ,. Eucharist
;;i0a:m;;. . MorningPrayer 
, (Child Care Pfdgrani,
v ;., CoffeeTime!; ;;
B.P. Roy Gartrell Officiating 











Further Inlormation ; :
UNITED
CHURCH
CENTRAL SAANICH ; ,
: Rev. Melvin H.; Adams 
Off. 652.2713 Res. 477-2G35
SHADY CREEH


















Adult OiOiO Bludy 
::;;;1d3b4'MdDoriald,,Park;«cj;':; 








Prayer and ^ 
jPraise^Service;
mm
Every Friday 7:30 p.m. 
The Hev. Williara F. George
St Savior’s
Corner oi
Catherine and Henry Sts.




Canon T. Bailey 
Everyone Welcome
The;€terch ESy'Th«;'L2tks;;;
SIDNEY a NORTH SAANICH 
REV. R. HORi PRATT 
Off. 656-3213 Res; 656-1930
; Stu :JOHN’S
10990 West Saanich Rd.
COlHIliyNITY
BAPTISTi
5363 Pat Bay Hwy:
2410 Malavievw 
One service only lorSt, John’s 
andSt: Pnul'sat 11 p,m,(rom 


















10030 Third Sl„ Sidney
;;:;Snturday.Mass 











Rector: Rev; I, H, Fuller 
pRIcophoiie 652-4311
.i0i3d;am;pi't.;7;;Chi|drcih;'5';;t;
Church AiMfJrninrj Prayer 
6:00 pm . .Evening Stirvico 





;1100 am ' ^ Worship
'fi 00 pm , [yoriinijSDiviLi)
.Wednesday',
7 30 pir. Hnmo BihK-
riliidio:;
1he rnd ol Vmir lonrrh 
lor B Friendly Church 
P.A.O.C.
(lev. Joel Notilnloii
You are assured 
of a welcenie
419423 7,
; ;■ A hdn-deriominaiional;;; 
'' ’ ‘i.hiii’ch mftfliing at ; ’ ■
Keallno Elementary School 
6483 Central Saanich Rd.
UaS am ; Family Service
Hofd, Alton (652 2669)
'■'(iec'irOldki'fiBdnH652,’3301');:,
^;":;DaVid"RiciHe5D'-4730);;-'^;'





: Twnw. sMiiiciiBa. ::
Brenfwnod Day
10:00a,m. .Sunday School 
Il’OOa.m, , FamiiyWbfihjp 
7:00p,fTiM;,. Evening Fellowship
:‘'::r'::'^'-:'f.,:Wedneiday - -





'''Rit'LR'itiar B'itn j«yis« 
IIWViCtL-" ■
;',|«AMiiT;W*HI|f'' RDHPRY ICMOOl':'
wllh UMi’iiry I '
7*;;;;‘‘^ivtNiNO
...#,30 f.Mi','
T 9# R,M',I 
--‘:v."Blhli'tluiylAR WiyM
Palter V. Nor dalrom
A Fimnoly Family Church 
SffvIfigCehtriil Saanich '
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scoring yachts are 
eliminated and the two 
remaining finalists compete 
in a best-of-seven final to 
determine a challenger.
Canada I now sits in fifth 
place behind the Italian 
boat. Italy has been 
somewhat of a surprise and 
is extremely fast in light 
winds. Jespersen says the 
Canadians are confident
By Murray Sharratt different types of mainsails 
Despite Canada I’s for different wind con- 
disappointing showing in ditions. 
the first two rounds of The new equipment 
preliminary racing in the brought immediate results 
America’s Cup as Canada 1 defeated Italy
eliminations, a renewed that day and then made it 
optimism has surfaced in three in a row by downing 
the Canadian camp. the British boat Victory’83
/ According to Bent and the next day. For Canada 
Jannie Jespersen, who this latest victory was 
returned from Newport especially sweet as Britain 
Rhode Island July 15, a new had just defeated the almost that they can pull ahead of 
mast and main sail has unbeatable Australian II.lt Italy because they have a 
lifted Canadian spirits was also the last race of the win-loss record of 3-2 
considerably.^ ^ ^ series and should against them.
The new mast weighs 45 give Canada I good The Jespersens said they 
kilograms less than the momentum going into the enjoyed their IZdaystay 
previous one, a spare being all important third round. in Newport and the little 
used in replacement for the The third series is time they were able to spend
original mast which scheduled for early August with their 21-year-old son 
snapped during a training with 100 per cent of points Eric. They said Newport 
- session May 28. It was scored going towards is such a perfect location, 
installed before a race selecting a challenger. In that it would almost be a 
against Italy July 14, and a the second series 40 per cent shame if the cup was taken 
new light weather sail was of the points scored away from the Americans, 
ready at the same time. counted w'hile the opening unless of course it was done
The original mainsail series only 20 percent by the Canadians.
■ used in light airs was blown counted. The days are very long
out beyond repair and After the third series of and exhausting for the 
without a spare Canada 1 racing the three boats with crew. Because Canada has a 
has been carrying a heavier the few'est wins are excused limited maintenace staff, 
sail. All Other competing from further competition. the crew often does its own
'nations? haye spare sails. The four remaining yachts repairs. This sometimes 
money put then enter a semi-final, means working throughout 
Canada in a difficult spot, racing each other three the night and then racing 
The yachts use three to four times. The two lowest 12 hours the next day.
The yacht is removed 
from the water every second 
night and the bottom is 
scrubbed down. The 
mainsail, which takes six 
men to carry, is hauled off 
the boat every night along 
with the other sails.
Bert Despersen says there 
is a lot of speculation in 
regards to the Austrailia 
ll’s success. The boat’s keel 
is apparently a well-kept 
secret. When the yacht is 
lifted out of the water the 
keel is immediately covered 
with a large piece of canvas.
Eric has sailed in most of
...
■ r. 'A.Vr =
Cank^ I
Biy,.’'
Vm;-*'''--.,■'^if ■‘yjM# '"-k ■ iJ’"' ''T IV' . K’l’H ■1-^ (V ■ ■ "-..i *' r BT '‘‘-Ik * ^
1 ' .1 ' 1' 'S*?^
I* < I Ijn ' '' i
''A.. 1
■(i 1 ,! - , „> ' a .. .m
We carry a large jseloctlpiT Of toys,^
! I ' ' k
OPtN ei/HRY fJAY 8 00 A,M. • 10:00 P.M.
COIINIH OF 4IH 4 mcm, SIDNEY,
....656.234:5 '..Phorot
the preliminary rounds and 
his father hopes he will 
continue to be aboard 
Canada I in future races. 
Apparently there have been 
crew changes and will likely 
be more to come.
An 11-man crew is always 
on standby sailing Clipper, 
the Trialhorse yacht.
Clipper and the Intrepid 
were used as training vessels 
before Canada I was built. 
Intrepid was sold last winter 
when it was no longer 
needed.
Clipper acts as a support 
boat, testing Canada I’s
times before races and 
carrying spare sails. The 
type of sail to be used is 
never determined until the 
last minute before a race.
The Canadians, in 
contrast to their com­
petitors, who live off the 
main street in Newport, 
have modest quarters down 
by the lobster boats. 
Perhaps because of their 
lack of money and ex­
perience they have been 
labelled underdogs and 
consequently have won the 
hearts of many Americans.
One such American,
Clair Reynolds, who cooks 
for the Canadians, 
requested the assignment 
because she thinks they are 
the nicest to work for. She 
says they’re young, very 
polite and compliment her 
on her food all the time.
“They haven’t been in 
this (America’s Cup 
competition) so long that 
they feel that the world 
owes them a living.’’
A Canadian fleet of some 
50 boats is on its way down 
from Ontario to support the 
Canada I crew in their quest 
to reach the semi-finals.
The British have sent 
support also, but in the 
form of royalty. Prince 
Andrew created a lot of 
excitement when he arrived 
to give the British crew an 
encouraging pat on the 
back in hope that they will 
win back the world’s oldest 
sporting cup, which was 
originally put up by them 
for a race in British waters,
back in the 1800’s.
It was won by the visiting 
U.S. yacht America, and 
the New York Yacht Club 
has successfully defended it
ever since.
Prices Effective: 
Wed., iaij 201« 
Sat, luly 23,1083
Home of SUPER savings!
in Downtown Sidney
Across from Sidney Hotel
STORE HOURS; 
DAILY 8:30 - 6:00 
THURS., FRI. 8:30 - 9:00 
SUNDAY 10:00 - 5:30
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at novice meet I A O A O A P E W A V LIMITEDPRICES EFFECTIVE JULY 18 ■ JULY 23, 1983
second in the 100-metre 
individual medley. Those 
two swimmers teamed up 
with Donnie Peterson and 
Graham Stannard and
• ••A-,-I'. •."V.
Sir \ J .... _ , .......
^ ■W.'-v',*' •■'■'i- * '' , •I'-VvT-
What's going on here? Spectacular slide didn't save American league base runner at Major Little League 




Thirty-five swimmers second in the 100-metre 
represented the Piranhas backstroke and breast- 
Swim Club in a novice meet stroke and placed third in 
July 17 at Nanaimo. the 50-metre freestyle and
In division 4 boys, Peter 100-metre individual 
Maxwell won the 50-metre medley, 
backstroke while Troy c * j *1.
Jungle finjshed first m the
50-metre breaststroke and Campbell and Heldi Jungle
to win the 100-metre free 
relay and medley relay.
Alison Ruffles competing 
in division 4, placed third in
1 J J • L ,/^A Ihe 50-metre freestyle and placed second m both IM. breaststroke, 
metre free relay and medley
relay In division 3, Kristen
In division 2 Jamie Jones was second in the 50- 
McRae finished second in nictre freestyle and third in 
50-metre freestyle and backstroke. Tanya Parish 
backstroke. Shaun bNeiU '^as runner-up in the 50- 
placed third in the 50-metre rnetre breaststroke, 
backstroke. Simon Kirk Parish, Jones, Erin Kirk 
came third in the 100-metre and Jennie MacVicar won 
individual medley. the 100-met re team free
McRae, O’Neill, Kirk relay and came second in 
and Ryan McGimpsey the 100-metre medley relay, 
combined to win the 100- Mary Campbell was 
metre free relay and finish- second in the 100-metre 
ed second in the 200-metre individual medley and third 
medley relay. in the 50-metre backstroke.
Graham Stannard won ^'hki Coppinger placed 
the 100-metre individual second in the 50-metre 
, medley in division 1, while breaststroke and third in 
’ Marc Kennedy took the 25- freestyle, 
metre butterfly. Scott Bogle The team of Campbell, 
placed third in that event Coppinger, Paula Caskey 
and Ryan McRae was and Paula Baker won the
second in the 50-metre 100-metre free relay. ’
i Neither Sidney nor five hits, but Oak Bay over Sidney.^^^^^^^ 
r Central Saanich wUl be playing flawless ball took Chris Clement, who went Vancouver Island in the . ^ p n , In division 1, ; Cathy
I represented in the up- full advantage of crucial the distance, was the B.C. championships, Aug. ®°S^® Hanan and Joey Caskey
coming Greater Victoria errors committed by winning pitcher while 1-10 in North yancouver. Jungle carne ^yg^e first in 100-met^^^
] Major Little League district^ Sidney. Chris Kochmak was! Wesley Nelson took the From: there the winning individual Tnedley and 25-^
! Central Saanichv the Street was relieved by Ryan Triangle and Esquimalt Canadians, Aug. 13-20 at In division 5 girls, Elaine Caskey also pl^ed third in 
i Peninsula’s last hope for a Donald after two innings. from Area 1 and Gordon St. John, New Brunsxyicky Hausberg won the 50-metre the individual medley.
1 berth in the district tourna-: In the first game of the Head and Lakehill from to decide a national champ freestyle and finished Caskey, Hanan; and sister
I ment, lost a heartbreaker tournament, July 12, Area 2 will join American to be Sent to the Little second in the 400-metre Oanice, and Michele Parish
* July 16, a 2-1 extra inning American rallied for three and Oak: Bay in the district League WorldfSeries,;Aug: individual medley and third combined to take second
J ^ 4-Va,^ tp:..r.4- rtr^v4 r*lnQrr»r^i/^TicViiir\o nrVi#a c • in \\/niiQmcr\r\rf : in tVif* nl5»nf» in thC 100“ITlGtrC ifrCCdecision to Oak Bay. runs in the first inning and championships. The six 22-27 i Willia sport, ; in the jSO-inetre butterfly; place i
Host Sidney had earlier then coasted to a 6-1 victory teams will battle for the Pennsylvania. Christa -Southern was relay.
• Kr»\x/<aH nnt ''ri'f ■'■'O'nntAntinn "'-''v'. v f-\ . ■ . ' - ■ .-'v"'"-;''/'*.v>' '.''.y;.',' V ;>-':Vy.v .y; '■ ■bowed; putyof contention 
i with their second loss of the 
j; fiye^ay?tournament. They;
i were defeated by Oak Bay EmployiTIGnt and tmploi 6t
i 6-2 July 14. Immigration Canada Immigration Canada
; 5 and oak Bay Llovd Axworthy, Minister,\ Lioyd Axworthy, Ministre
.. I will advance as Area 3 
! representatives in the next 
, round to be held July 18 to 
26 at Layritz Park.
Ian Anld drove in the 
winning run in the bottom 
of the ninth inning to give ::i 
: Oak Bay a 2-1 victory over 
; Central Saanich.
i Oak Bay had taken a 1-0 
4 lead in the j third inning 
. jwhenpitcherStevenSin- 
j clair slarnmed a solo shot 
I over the right field fence. 
Central Saanich evened up nic (loN'crnmcnt of ('anatla ha.s made 'Hie elimination ol these rules make
the score in the fifth when rnajor changes to I inempUn’ment Insiir- henetUs easier to get tor about 1 ()(),()()(|
I Laszlo Safrariyik scored on 
: a single by Michael King;
Daniel Romain pitcltcd ; 
out of a jam in the bottom 
of the sixth inning that left 
Oak Bay with men stranded
ance ( U 1 ) and emplo>Tnent pn)grams.
impiroyeci/Fishmg Bein^^
Inland fishermen can now' get l! I 
benefits! In addition, those paid to all 
setisbnal fishennen hax’e been improved.
women e\ er\ A'ear
Entrance Requirefnefit ^
Ilie 10 to Li week variable entrance 
rec|uirement has been retained 
antnher two;;years,:,:!''v;:'''':':v/;:/.
If \()u li\'e in a region with higli 
unemplo>'ment. you still need as little ;is 
lO vveeks of insurable ehiphnnient to 
(|uality Ibr regular I! 1 benefits In low' 
iinenipliniilent fegionsr the period 
remains ti|) to 1 -t weeks, i ; i,
on first and third, and both Seasonal fishing benefits can mnv be paid
! teams were held scoreless lierw eeh Mas' 1 and November IS as well
i until Oak Bay ended the as between November 1 and Ma)' I S, If 
I ganie in the third extra you're a sea.<f)nal fishennan with at least
inning..'j-pl S', wyeks'Of fishing,.'your;behefits will ■:;:b 
i u Jamie Ball, who replaced nttw be calculated ()n >'oiir best 10 wyeks 
Sinclair after six innings, of fishing, S ou can add your earnings 
was credited with the from a cured catch to your earnings from
victory. Daniel Remain, tresh catch, ^'ou can now also build a 
t tagged with the loss, went Work Sharing
; tli^c distance for Central y,Hir right to benefits.'Iliese changes can llie (iovernment of Canada's
' . increa.se benefits for many fishermen. Miccessful work .sharing program has
American qualified as the nte number of weeks a fisherman extentled to Mav lOH i and given
Area 3 ,^nist work to qualily liir Cl benefits iVmding.
remains tlie same, but at least 6 of W<,rk sharing is an agreement
.snamcn .vo .luiy n. fishing. between eiiipltn(;es iind emploN'crs.
Brad Trenholm’s three* i , « «
; hitter held Central Saanich New Adoption BcncfltS 
his team. Beginning januar)’1. lyB-cC!
improve yoiir job prospects;without 
Vifiecting your eligibility for regular 
C I benefits.
Prognim improvements will a!s() allow 
>’()u to take advantage of training opportu- 
' nities bn days when b)U are not working, 
Wliile on w'ork sharing, you could take 
pah'time courses at >’our workplace or in 
a training institution.
And these new iVatures help 
employers avoid la>’ott's while adjusting to 
structural and technological change
■; Improved;Training' Allowances;';;:'
"|;i[or,^dmcn::b,'
More money for Canada’s National 
’IVaihIng Pr()gra.m duriiig 198.^-84 means 
tnore unemployed workers, especially 
women, can learn the skills of the future.
If you aren't eligible for C I benefits 
while you train, you can get training 
It.) wances10, J ie Ip bbver ;H V j'ng' art 
ing expen.ses. StartingMeplember t, 198,
i
I
they are going up and dependent care
under which' available work'is divided allo’wances will Increa.se by much as 100
among employees to avoid layofi’s, Since percent or more. Ilie weekly rate l.s up
r 1*1 • 1. ui. A . ^ , . tlu* prograiti .startcd. ubout l.^.SOOvvorU from S20 to SSO for tine child, S.^S to S80
I j' lu|nefits will be available to an adoptive sharinu agreements were signed, involv- for two and SbS to S150 for five children,
pak-nt tor up to IS weeks, If it is it legal in»bvf:r 5a(W1(«i m mcvvnt
i fourthJnn ngs. Losing
I chcr Brad Fi anklyn was -^vlio can defnonstraie that you are 
r repUiccd^aftcr four innings n,,*eded ait htinie, ytiii tiia)' tjUiillly 
I by Tom Vickers. for benefits.
ln.:a:.prcvious': match .'up
;witiy;^. Oak ^Bay,,:;,.'July,;Imprcwed:Matemity;Bcnel1tS;.;
Central .Saanich scored four; Women ;New.Work'Sharing:lbr;:TmlnliT|g
, runs In the cigM As of.lanuaiy 1, 1984, tlie HI rules for and Job Y^lacement
I ^ WitlvThc bases oaded, ; ^ watrk shariiig fbb up to At) \vee
t aS ''dll necd tp li : emphA'ces etm
' uJ/io sld-mn^r !hen ■ ^bnwork sliiiHhg in this
; I Las/,lo Safranyik then fiy,t jTowvtYU ito longer ha\e siiuati«)n vbti have tlie oniTortunitv to
knocked In three more runs ; >99 9'‘-
! with a Iona sinttlc Daniel ;ZLt  hfiril? n 'i'"*-' ofi-'oni-Tiviioii. .Mill yoii'n: not pri-
' ; Wll^*in' ' tord?nr; X ;; W
ing <)ver 26t),()()() wbrkers, U) preveiit up V
to l()0.()()()layofis.
If you are an employee involved in bklHs lor Women
work sharing, you retelye your regular More women will be trained for
wages for day,s W’()rked, Jind III Itenefits^^^^^y In the new technologies than
’■'';;|V»r'tlays h(M,'^:'w()rked,:'eyx.‘,r''bt4pre,!'n'ie locals
(in t rail)ihg c<jurses Ipf f)tni-1ntdit Itintti
jiibs will iherease substantially. A new 
leiitii.re;Of'the:.Skfi'ls(ir(rwb)';Fundj 
wbinen’.s gfoujis can apply for up to 
S50bt)t) to develtjp proposals to set 
upjralningjxtiirses .fpr'wtjrnenr:.:,:;.;
:j;,l,UlOU,, Wl„ic ' loMM, |lU, I"
' chcr Jarnic Ball allowed
5; In Sidney’s July 14 loss to 
ak^vBay;;: both;; teams:;'had;;;;'!.,^
.'1, ■::
lAir more iiilbrmatlbn bn these 
changesi to I iiierriplbywefit Instiiranee 
aiul erh JiIbyiTicht projapams, contact 
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After eight years, Robert 
Wheaton finally has government 
approval for a marina in Saanichton 
Bay, but it may not be any use to 
him.
Quite apart from the opposition 
of the Tsawout Indians who 
own much of the shore of the bay, 
Wheaton says that at this time the 
project may not be economic.
There wasn’t any doubt about 
that in 1980, when Saanichton 
Marina Ltd. submitted an ap­
plication for a 6.15 hectare water 
lease to accommodate 400 boats, 
but a lot of things are different now.
A federal grant towards the 
needed breakwater, once assured, is 
now doubtful; costs of construction 
have to be accurately calculated at 
today’s prices, and there is a serious 
question whether, in a time of 
recession, there are enough potential 
customers.'-.'..'^:.';,:-
' The project was started by Robert 
Wheaton’s father, George, in the 
' early 1970’s. He brought inv Bob
Wright “as a marina expert”, but 
the son stresses that it was and is 
basically a Wheaton project, not a 
Wright project. George Wheaton 
died in 1980, and Robert Wheaton is 
now president of the company .
He says that the original plan, for 
a 1,250 berth marina, was probably 
too ambitious,“the size scared 
everybody.” It was turned down by 
the NDP government in 1975 after 
consideration of strong objections 
from the Tsawout band.
There was never any question 
about municipal approval, he says. 
The land was zoned for marina use 
before the company bought it, and 
this was consistently reconfirmed, in 
both community and regional plans.
The company formerly owned 20 
acres, but had sold all but a narrow 
strip along the waterfront. Buyers of 
the upland properties were well 
aware that a marina was planned 
rand support the project^ Wheaton 
-'says.' ■
i Part of the leased area would have
j'"*'; -
I':#'::'; mce c€m
to be filled to provide a parking lot, 
but there would be only an office on 
the property, ho commercial activity 
at all and not even a caretakers 
residence.
The company would rather not 
even have a gas float, although the 
boaters would want one, since the 
bay is a long way from Tsehum 
Harbour and even farther from Oak 
Bay.
Approval of the three-year-old 
application did not- come as a 
surprise. Throughout that interval 
the company had been involved in 
providing information to satisfy 
government concerns about en­
vironmental impact, with all studies 
showing no adverse effect.
There was no use weighing the 
economic factors, however, until the 
water lease was approved.
Wheaton said so much money and 
time had been spent studying fish, 
birds, water plants and the like that 
the company had never done one 
study vital to its own interests — 
determining how much bedrock 
^ might have to be removed in dredg­
ing the area.
;W
? water caitses expe;nse for dredging, it , 
has the opposite effect on the cost of 
building a breakwater.
Wheaton says he does not disre- 
: S Qriprt^rir 'i(>nore ;fhe concerns of; the S
tans while brightening view.
worshippers, trying to darken
Murray SharraU pholo;
Three juveniles who were 
acquitted two weeks ago on a charge 
of stealing a $175,000 motor cruiser 
from Canoe Cove Marina, are now - 
in court on another charge.
The same three juveniles and two 
others were charged July 11 in :the 
theft of a 1979 Lincoln Continental 
from Cook St. , in Victoria.
: Three males aged T 6, 15 and 13 
and two females aged 16 and 13 
Were arrersted after the car, owned 
by Grover Holdings Ltd., was 
recovered in the Robin Hill sub­
division at Shawnigan Lake.
The 16-year-old male and the two 
females appeared in Sidney juvenile 
court June 30, but Judge Robert 
Metzger dismissed the charges.
establish the offenses took place in 
i: Canadian waters.
Sidney RCMP had apprehended 
the threci and an adult rnale, aboard 
the stolenboat, after overtaking it at 
Ten Mile Point. They had to draw 
their guns before the youths would 
stopi'7:>v;''./:: ’'V;,:' ^"'77
negotiate with them, but- they will 
not agree to negotiate.
The company’s position is that it 
has legal advice that the Indians do 
not have a valid treaty claim to the 
bay; the marina will'occupy only 
five per cent of it, and there is no 
hunting and fishing done in that five 
per cent.
Wheaton says that the long 
process of clearing all the hurdleg 
erected by the bureaucrats has left / 
the people in the company bruised 
and WearyV which may have an 
effect on the clecision whether they 
should now invest their money.
He has per.seyered because he 
believes, like his father, that there is 
a need for the marina at the 
Saanichton locationi and he would 
like to carry through to completion 
what his father started.
Sidney RCMP are still actively 
investigating the death of James 
Allen Brown, 21, of 10145 Third 
St., whose body was found on the 
beach south of the Hotel Sidney 
early in the morning of Sunday^ July
An autopsy determined that 
drowning was the cause of death, 
but it is not known how he came to 
be in the water.
The last people known to have 
seen Brown alive were friends who 
were drinking with him on Friday ' 
night in the same area where his 
" body wasi found; which is known as 
i“glass beach.”
Earlier reports indicated that this 
was bn Saturday evening but in fact 
it was the preceding night. Brown’s 
; body was found by a Sidney resident 
out for a walk aC^^^ the
Sunday. It appeared to have been ; 
washed up by the tide.
Coroner John Davidge is not 
expected to decide whether'to; hold 
: ah inquest until after tlte police 
investigation is concluded.
now have to pay three times as much ■ 
for the Wain Road water main if 
they passed a referendum now, , 
according to water committee 
chairman Jim Cumming.
He was commenting on a new 
provincial program under which all;;; 
B.C; municipalities wih have to pay; 
more for major municipal water and 
sewer projects starting Aug. 1.
Under the new program the 
province will prbyide a grant of 25 (
per cent of the approved costs of 
such projects,^ vyith the municipality ; 
funding the remainder. Under the. 
old program the province paid 75 
per cent of the annual debt cost;
;exceeding three mills.
Curnming said the; I move will
“bring things in North Saanich to a 
virtual standstill.” ■
He commented that during these 
times when the provincial govern­
ment is starved for money it will 
“save a great deal without it being 
too visible,” by such a move.
In announcing the changes, 
Municipal Affairs Minister Bill 
Ritchie assured municipalities that i 
when provincial revenues rise, “No r 
doubt ... the sharing will come 
up.”
In the nieantirhe, said Gumming 
in an interview Monday, 
developments such as the proposed 
subdivision on Cloake Hill, where 
the developers pay for the entire 
water system, Avill be the main: afjeas 
of new water supply.
■ ■ ■■
A million-dollar problem ; is 
seeping out from under the Hart- 
land Road garbage dump; blit 
Capital Regional District enginecre ; 
are hoping that a tiny ucatment ; 
plant will prove that it can be ciit 
dqyhf tb rhaiiagcahle cost . ;
X stream flows
t it e V ‘ s a n i t a ry ^ j a nd f ill ’' i ii t o
Durrance Creek and thence intoTod ; 
Creek hiid Tocl Inlet; carrying with^^; 
it iihuny, times: a lclhal;^/d^ 
aituhonih as well {IS other chcmlcals^l 
and a lot of lithnin front the bark:; 
mutch used to cover the dump.
The CK D has no alternative under 
provincihl pdlltnibn regulations; the 
Icacblng ihaterial has to be cleaned' 
up: by d 11 nc 30, 1984, But the 
estimated cost for; a secondary 
sewage t reat inent plant tb do the job 
on site is two or three million 
dollars, and the plant might have to 
be operated for decades after the 
dump is no longer used.
; An alternative proposal is to pipe 
(he ; inalerial, into ;
Saanich sewer system; to be'treated 
in the existing plant on the citsi side 
of the Peninsula, Bnt engineers 
:';::don’t:;khow..,dibsC;'fbb;;bgctcria;dbat: 
'make thaf :|datit fuhetiba w
react to the change of diet, and they 
; can not find any other place where a 
siihilar leachate is being tfeaicd.; 
-:'fbVget:morc:deflnjle:inrbrmatib 
they;have built a smali tiealuitiil 
plhni of wood atid t ibrcglass, about 
One tenth the capacity, of the real 
thing; and have established a 
bblologleal corhrnuhity’f^^^ i
.similar to that which digests the 
sewage in the Central Saanich plant.
- This week they wilf start trucking 
in leachate from the dump to put it 
through'the; ihodcl plant andfind 
out what happens; If will: lake a;
diet, but engineers hope for definite 
answers by the end of September,
should: take care of tbd a'TimOnia; 
which kills by using up the oxygen in 
the water, and that levels of toxic 
chemicals which secondary treat­
ment cannot deal with ate very low.
leachate
docs not How into the creek, but Is 
pumped bacit and sprayed onto the 
top of the dump. This gets rid of a 
lot of the water by evaporation, and 
some oft lie ammonia, r X
1 n winter the volume of water is 
too great to do this. One proposed; 
improvcmcnfwould be to cover the 
dump with a layer of impervious 
clay so that water would run off 
wiihoni bectuiiintf ppllutcd instead 
through the dump;
This Is being Investigated; the 
inain problem beirig thaf there is no 
clay available nt the dump .site; 
Material jrcruoyed whenmarinas are ; 
;;''drcdged,tsbric pbiinsbiysbUrce.
Progress with the problem is 
being anxiously monitored by the 
;;;;TuaCrccS;; piaiimtic;::nhhahccmcnt;':;: 
Society, which has planted coho fry 
■vVf :;;'iit;Tod :urtd ;purrancc C^re'cksr andls 
“ also concerned about poHutioit of; ? 
X : the shallow waters ot Tod Inlet, x f;
^ I I
' xx;^ ‘ '
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Once pride and Joy of 
Henry VIII, Mary Rose 
brings 16th Century back 
to life.
Like our town of Sidney, 
Portsmouth, England has a 
boat building and sea­
faring tradition — albeit a 
more illustrious and ancient 
one — and like our own 
sunny towii, Portsmouth 
too X had a devastating 
marine tragedy.
The Sidney tragedy 
occurred in 1911 when a 
combination of overloading 
and ?bad weather sank the 
S.S. Iroquois with all 
aboard her. The Port­
smouth mishap occurred 
cehtiifies agb in July; 1545;; 
and; cost hundreds of lives.
four rip tides a day fine silt 
quickly sealed everything 
away from the corrosive 
effects of salt water, 
oxidation and destruction 
by microorganisms. The 
fact that the silt of the 
Solent has a PH factor of 
7.3, which is near neutral, 
also aided preservation^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ^
Virtually everything that 
had gone down with the 
ship —t^
weapons and eyen 
perishable stores r — has 
; remai ned in a remarkable 
( state of preservation.
Like the tomb of King 
Tutankhampn which lay i
A beautifully-preserved 
surgeon’s chest was one of 
the richest finds aboard the 
Mary Rose—- a treasure 
trove of TudOr medicines, 
instruments and supplies. 
So completely preserved 
were its contents that the 
surgeon’s finger prints are 
still visible in ointment 
found in one of the small 
wooden jars. That last salve 
was applied 437 years ago.:
Perhaps the most 
fasciriating details however? 
concern the crew themselves 
who i: f^
aboard ship. More than 
2,000 arrows were 
? recovered ( frOiri ? the bat-^ 
tleship along with 138 
longbows. These relics.
The name of the 700-ton hidden under Egypt’s desert 
carrack was Mary Rose. sands, the treasures of the 
This splendid warship Mary Rose, immeasurable 
carried a crew of 415, in historic terms, were which delighted experts in built in 1511 
mounted a total of 91 guns, sealed for four centuries as the field of archery, have 
measured 140 feet at the if awaiting a technology refuted arguments that 16th 
water line and bore the which could ensure their Century, Englishmen were 
%ame of a Tudor princess, continuing preservation.’ ’ shorter and less powerful 
She was once the flagship of Unlike the Egyptian than men today.
Henry VIII and, in fact, pharoah’s golden treasures Skeletons aboard the
sank in front of his very the delights aboard the Mary Rose showed that 
eyes while he watched her Mary Rose cannot be none of the archers were 
about to engage in battle. measured in terms of shorter than five-foot seven 
She was raised in October precious stones or gilded and some measured six foot 
last year in what has been ornaments — but more in six.
termed the most sustained an historic context. The shortest longbow
underwater project of Much more advanced was seven feet, not five as 
modern times. A project than many experts ex-:^ p^^^
rations included one pound 
of “flesh”, two pounds of 
bread and biscuit; four 
pounds of vegetables, one 
gallon of ale and a measure 
(about a quart) of wine.
Due to the incredible 
preservation aboard the 
ship we even know what the 
last meal was before she 
foundered — the crew ate 
ling and pollack, green peas 
■ cooked in their pods and 
wild plums.
After a labour of 18 years 
and the enormous effort of 
1,400 , arhateur diyers, the 
Mary Rose now lies in No. 3 
d ry d be k, ? P 6 r ts rh o u t h, ^ 
immediately astern of HMS 
Victory and withm l2 yards? 
of the sitb where she: w
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which has resulted in 
capturing the imagination 
of mariners, dvistorians, 
children and others around 
the world as was evidenced 
recently by the popular 
lecture tour of W.J. Ellis; 
B.Sc. Eng. PhD.
Ellis, a professional 
engineer and text book 
author; was invited to 
Vancouver (Island by Lt. 
;CoI. F.D.H; Nelson, Base 
(Historian at CFB 
Esquimalt.
Not only has the 
engineering aspect of 
raising the ship been un- 
Lparalleicdiiirnafine history 
but also the vessel itself is a 
kind of unexpected time 
capsule, Ellis explained in 
an interview.
Totally entombed at the 
bottom of the Solent, near 
the English Channel, the 
Mary . Rose has been 
engulfed in silt. With each 
ebb and flow of the Solent’s
pected, the rigging tackle 
from Mary * R 
revealed; the sophisticated 
technology with which ships 
of that age were equipped, 
according to Bllis; Stich 
things as spare sets of 
ropes; lines, cables and 
deadeyes were recovered by 
divers.
A seaman’s chest con­
tained one item which has 
totally altered the view of 
Tudor navigation. It was a 
perfect magnetic steering 
corripass, suspended on 
gimbals in a wooden case, 
the oldest ever found ;in 
northern Europe and of art: 
identical pattern to those 




them nvas 115 
’pouhdsiL;
‘ ‘Ordinary? ’ archers 
released six? arrows per 
rnimite while ?a ‘‘chief’’ 
archer released 12; acL 
cording to records, letters 
and papers found; ; ?
And the powerful crew of 
thi s ? shi p were well- fed by 
any standards. Daily
:? Ac cor d i n g ;;?':;t 0?;?;'?:? E11 i s;?i'
before :this dlscoycry it was 
'??belieycd;:ihe'‘'borhpass;:?was':' 
invented in China in about 
Ihe 16th Century and 
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secure
There has been some 
publicity recently 
suggesting that a private 
security firm may replace 
the RCMP detachment at 
Victoria International
Airport, but if any such 
action is decided on it 
would have to be more than 
two years away.
Special Constable T. 
Constance, in charge of the
ByWendyLaing
The summer months are fun and challenging for both 
children and parents. By enrolling your youngster in a 
leisure art.s program at Panorama, the holiday weeks 
can become highly entertaining for the tots, and provide 
extra time for Mom and Dad.
French friends is a delightful two and a half hours of 
activities indoors and out, creating a pleasant at­
mosphere of songs, games and crafts.
Spaces are available in the July 25-July 29, and 
August 2-August 5 classes. These rup Monday-Friday 
and Tuesday-Friday, respectively for 4-6 year-olds at 
Greenglade School.
For the wonderful pre-school experiences of sports, 
crafts, field trips and guest speakers, let’s make believe 
is an ideal program.
Three classes in August have vacancies with ages in 
categories of 11/4-2, 3-4 and 5-6 years. For details 
consult our summer brochure (page 4).
In addition to registration, one drop-in class is 
available. Let’s make believe for 5-6 year-olds on 
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday welcomes children 
who would like to drop-in from 12-2 p.m. Fees are $2 
perchild. .
August sessions for drawing and painting still have 
i available spaces inviting Rembraiits of the future. Our 
orchard awaits your creative 7 to 12: year-old. Check the 
brochure for information (page 12).
Chris Branyik instructs the exciting magical mystery 
/ tours. This thrilling program whisks your child away to 
a different destination each Friday. A note is issued to 
all parents on the wherebouts of the“mystery” trip, so 
■ no parents w'ill be left in the dark.
For the children, 6 to 12 yea,rs, the day is an
clues: to this
Friday’s adventure! (shhhh, it’s a'secret!)
/: / The registration ; cost ; vvill cover/the / bus : ride, 
atrraction fees and swim or skate at Panorama at day/s
The centre prefers registration one week in advance 
for each Friday’s tour. Throw a little suspense into your 
youngster’s summer — the results will be very rewar-
Drown the weather blues away at Peninsula
‘ T5 «■» ♦n '■ \ ^ rt Lr Q + f*% A A . X r/XT i • tt n ov_
RCMP security detail at the 
Victoria airport, says that 
last November they received 
information that Transport 
Canada was planning to 
pull out R.C.M.P. security 
detachments at the eight 
Group 2 airports across 
Canada.
He said he thought the 
order to scrap the 
R.C.M.P. security detail at 
the.se airports is still un­
signed on the desk of the 
minister of transport, Jean 
Luc Pepin.
The transport ministry is 
still looking at the change 
which would be intended to 
save money, but under the 
RCMP MOT memorandum 
of agreement the depart­
ment would give two years 
notice in writing from April 
1 if they decide to relinquish 
the RCMP security detail at 
the airport.
At the present time the 
Victoria airport has a 
detachment of five special 
constables, working from a 
trailer on the grounds, 
handling general policing of 
the airport. Their basic role 
is to insure that everyone 
boarding a commercial 
aircraft has gone through 
the security screening. They 
also issue traffic tickets, do 
perimeter area patrols, and 
provide night-time security 
patorl on Transport 
Canada buildings. For any 
major crime at the airport 
: they act in an assistant role 
to Sidney RCMP.
Recreation. Make the centre your first stop for inex-
pn fprt a i n m pri t thispa son ipensive, healthj/ehtef i Hi  t isjse pri!;
Constance said that the 
five-man detail which he 
heads has been interviewed 
by an pfficer/of the force 
; and should his group be 
/scrapped/ the men would be 
offered alternate em­
ployment. Three of the men 
opted to relocate at the 
Vancouver airport, and two 
opted to retire. The two 
that opted to retire were still 
several years short of 
r et i re men t age w h i ch is 5 6
1 rnhcfahlps
Maybe we should call this the “Summer that wsn’t.’’
It sure looks as if we may miss it entirely this year. Mind 
you, everyone seems pleased to have a real rain . . . one 
that soaks in over a period of a day, but when grey skies 
keep on and on in the middle of July, it nearly drives me 
insane!
This morning I quite happily worked for several 
hours in the greenhouse . . . the rain on the glass sound­
ed rather nice, and gave me the feeling of being in a 
small private world, warm, gently fragrant, no noise but 
the rain. Transplanted a lot of Christmas peppers 
(which should have been done weeks ago), re-potted 
several houseplants that have been struggling for breath 
in too small pots, and did some general cleaning up.
After lunch I went out to pick some broad beans for 
dinner, and dig a few potatoes, all of this accomplished 
while wearing my gumboots, and tucked under an 
umbrella. Every gardener reading this will understand 
what happened next. 1 started to do a little weeding, 
nothing serious, just picking out a few chickweeds that 
had sprouted amongst the onions. They come out so 
easily when the ground is wet.
The next thing I knew I was down on my hunckers 
doing some serious weeding, both hands busy, the 
umbrella balanced on my head. Suddenly there was 
“himself’’ with his camera. With a shout of delight he 
took a picture of what must have looked like a large 
green space-age mushroom (me).
1 rose with considerable dignity (slightly marred by 
muddy hands, wet pants, and a large streak of dirt 
alongside my nose and said, “What do you think you 
.'■'aredoing?’’::':''''!,-;::/v',/,:-;v'v/'./
He said, “Taking a picture of some kind of nut,’’ 
Could he have meant me, do you suppose?
Those of ypu who have balcony gardeiisi or perhaps 
none at all, might be wise to watch the produce columns 
of your newspaper, and keep your eyes peeled when you 
go out for a drive.
Lots of people with small farms, or even large garderi 
plots grow more than they can iise, and all along the 
country roads you will find small; stands \vith^rasp-:- 
berries, beets, early apples, etc., for sale, or signs ad­
vertising “U-Pick” fruit.
Even when there isn’t a great saving in cost for these 
things, there is just no comparison between supermarket
located. You may either send for one of these brochures 
or get a free copy from your nearest Social Credit of­
fice. No need to tell them how you voted . . . everyone 
gets the same pamphlet, no questions asked.
The first hot house tomato is almost ripe, but l am 
having problems with its colour, it’s golden yellow 
instead of the old-fashhioned red, a variety called 
“sunray’’. It is a handsome tomato plant and the fruit is 
large and plentiful, but somehow it just doesn’t look 
quiteright.
The green pepper plants saved from last year and 
planted in the greenhouse are so ripe now they are red, 
and these plants plan on continuing production since 
they have started to flower again. The remaining five 
egg-plants are fruiting, but the canteloupe aren’t doing 
anything but flowering, even though I’ve seen tiny 
wasps in the greenhouse examining the blossoms, so 
they should be getting pollinated.
I’m more than a little worried about the Hubbard 
squash out in the garden. With all this rain many of the 
flowers are nothing more than Nature’s answer to the 
hot-tub. No bee in his right mind is going to try to get 
nectar from these rain-filled flowers . . . no bees, no 
fruit on the vines . . . and it is getting late in the season 
for setting fruit on any of the squashes (except the 
summer ones) if one wants them to ripen this year.
When your vines begin fruiting do give the parent 
plants about a half-cup of 6-8-6, 4-10-10, 13-16-10 
(whichever fertilizer you are using this year).
Sprinkle the fertilizer around each plant about four 
inches out from the stem, being careful not to get it on 
the leaves or you will burn them. Scratch it into the soil 
very carefully (don’t want to hurt those precious roots) 
and then water it in, to give your plants a real boost.
Now is the time to pick off your second crop of figs, 
leaving only the larger ones (the first crop) to ripen. 
However if you have as poor a crop as we have this year, 
it’s hardly worth the trouble!
Tourist
The following persons 
are requested to contact the 
nearest detachment of the 
RCMP for an urgent 
personal message:
Leon Desjardins, of 
Cranbrook; Sandra Taylor 
and Terry Cwyk, of Sidney; 
Ernie Musey, of Grand 
Prairie Alta. Ken Musey, of 
Vancouver; Keith Buckley, 
of Red Deer, Alta; Ross 
and Rhea Brown, of West 
Vancouver; Frank Arthur 
and Joan Price, of Cobble 
Hill.
Pierre Amiot and family, 
of Medicine Hat, Alta.; 
Dan and Marje Costea, of 
Regina, Sask.; Roy Sparks 
Jr., of Hood River, 
Oregon; Edward and 
Jacqueline Decorby, of 
Thompson, Man.; LloydE. 
Goodrich, of Beaverton, 
Oregon; Bob Thompson 




... for players interested In rep 
hockey. Gondstioning camp 
will be held...
STARTINC WEEK OF
»Ay@yST 29th, i9S3 
e€ost Is $20 per player 
plus full registratlesi fee.
produce and; farm fresh’’ when it comes to taste.
, or visiting
bfochurpiavailable ffomithe:/
7-9 P.WI. or AU6. 30 & 31 7-9 P.M.
for special const ble .
the area, there is even a r i 
Department of Agriculture adve 





OPEN DAILY 11 AM lor 
Fine Canadian & Chinese Food 
DINE IN OR TAKE OUT , 
812 Vordier Ave., Brentwood Bay 
652-3622
Steak & Chowder House
'"On tlie W«l«i Btfintwoollidy'!//;:;/:/
> Tl7 Itur :'/,v/i'/:,./';:/:/;/v
40 /loin
; BreaHist, lunch & Dinner Dally /: 
/Sunday Brunch 11:304:30 
7172 Brentwood Drive 
Phono 652.2413 or G52.9515
FAMOUS CHARBROILED
Tnioy oiir 24'itenvSfiLHl Bat-•
^ TAKE-OUT ORDERS
IN THE BEACON PLAZA MALL
2321 Boacon Avb. Sidney
656-4822
STEAK. PIZZA & SPAGHEHI HOUSE 
Evening Dining in 
Fine Meditorranoan Tradition
It Id I? midmoM
fli, li Cat. IV
$UN. « MOllUAYH 4 r m.-tO |» nt.
TAKE OUTS 658.5B96.7 
Sth A Beacon SIDNEY
Rcsraui^aNT I
5 FAMILY DINING





OPEN FROM 5 P.M.
7 DAYS A WEEK
j Wrjsi Saamcn Rd. by
Mnyrd f);ik Dlmppimj Ofinirn |
RpBdrv.’ilions ' 4^9-2123]
FISH & CHIPS
GAY & LORNE 
OPEN DAILY 
Tuesday thru Saturday/; 
11:30 a.m. . 7:30 t 
9812 " Stlv Sivv^Rumby
JAKEOUT -6S6-6722J4LICENSED
BrcnIwood StiopiJino Centro , . 
Homcslylo Cookintj & Riikmo 
;it Old Fashioned ^
OPEN/7 DAYS A WEEK
;;7 a,nilto 7 PfBi.
REDDI-CHEF
CHICKEN, BIS. BURGERS, SOFT ICE^
;; w
*12 ptis. Chicken, large Wedgle*, mod. Coleslaw
Reg. $14.00 
98B • 4lli Sireol, Sltlnoy
L-FRI,/T1 :*:|/SAT/;;11::30// 8; SUN..42- 8/‘
'' ' ■ The
Great Hamburgor Sandwichos
lOCaltHi
Van Isle Marina 
2320 Harbour Rd.
Mon. to Sat. 8 am to 4 pm 
Sunday 9 am to 4 iim
'.'f
When/it ccimes to dining out duT: readers; 
do more than'anyone! Let us help you 
plan an appropriate advertising menu, 
call today tor assistance
PageB4 THE REVIEW Wednesday, July 20, 1983
in the LANDMARK BLDG.
Specialists in oven-to*table dinnerware, stainless 
steel flatware, glassware & accessories.
★ FIGQIO ★DENBY aSANGO
★ MIKASA *VILLER0Y&B0CH ★HORNSEA
SUMMER SPECmL
Bay beyond rocky point will provide mooring for 400 boats if ditions and Indian objections still stand in way of development, 
plans of Saanichton Marina Ltd. go ahead. Company was recently See story page Bl. 
granted water lease by provincial government, but economic con-
gradmother to the childferi
Iff I 5 Eighth Street^^ president; Dr: Martin" and their parents,’’ J
I among those honored Levin. This group can have asI during' the closing In the letter from Capital many as 22 children at a 
I ceremonies of Folk-Fest, Families, yvhich submitted time and although there are
* hddatGentennialSquare,<MaryKrahn’s:name,the otherchildmindersbesides-
By Ian Jolinston in Victoria, on July 8. executive director wrote as ^ ^
Teen Recognition Week, The Inter-Cultural follows. ability to bring order, into
July 24-31, gives us a Association of Greater “Mrs. Mary Krahn has what could be a chaotic
chance to say “thanks” to Victoria, sent out letters to been a volunteer child care situation,
the young people of our 38 member organizations minder for two years with “She makes it her
community who have asking for the names of the Sidney New Parent business to speak to each pridav'g'SO
shown acts of kindness, people who had contributed discussion group, which child individually sometime “
The, P.C.A.’s youth of appreciation • by - Inter- loving woman who is like a party.’| 
program, STAG (Sidney , . , »
Teen Activity Group) has a
number of youths deserving 
of recognition^ Carl
DeWolf and Buffy Pearson 
volunteered as day 
counsellors at Operation 
Trackshoes. Shawn and 
Ken Sheppard and Gordon 
Kirk, donated time and 
muscles assisting the 
JPehinsula : Qlcl and; New 
Shop with pick-ups and 
Garniture rrio^ Jeanette 
Graham, Blake Sprague, 
Cindy Bell and Linda 
Freeman took time off 
from the clubhouse and 
their friends to serve 
refreshments at the 
P.C.A.’s annual general 
meeting.
The life-blood of STAG 
;is youth participation in the 
daily activities,, some of 
r which require the support 
of fund-raising^
• Surhnier workers Ann 
Lynn and Ian are very 
proud of about 20 
”rcgulars”i teenagers who 
lake an active role in car­
washes, bottle drives and 
ticket sales to STAG’S Day 
at the Races on July 21 
(have you bought one?).
While on this topic, the 
I gang is having a cur-wash 
23 at Dave’son
Chevron, corner of Beacon 
and the Pat Bay Highway.
It will run between 10:30
v"iand';v2:3p*;iJ;There;:is^ialso':'.u';^
bottle drive planned for 
1 July 31 so .save tho.se |ff| 
:: empties.' '
The P.O.N. wishes to 
'''''thapk:';;Ursulftf;;Pearce'i''\n' 
local teenager whose 
volunteer hours are so 
,V greatly ;Upprcciated;vat::i the
£hor»
Our community has 
many organizations in 
, ■■'which'"; teiinagers^,' have; ■ an,-' 
active and vital role; 
:;;bascball ''iv'teams,cadets,': 
rchurch groups, rest homes, 
scouts, the Central Saanich 
Boys and Girls Club and 
many more.
Take a moment and 
♦hank n yniifh for n job w<*ll
fdolt|.S''"ofi;':a,r;;1ittle;;:"6xtra;^
thoughfulnc-ss. A smile is as 
much an act of kindness as 
ti year’s volunteering and
■s Jhh 1$ ttiie "h)f:e\^rybbdy;
'






All cSassified ads must be submit­
ted te our office before uoon on l^on- 
day prior to publication date. We are 




The Review reserves the right to classity ads under appropriate headings and to set rates 
therelore and to determine page location. '•
The Review reserves the tight to revise, edit, classity or reject any advertisement and to 
retain any answers directed to the Review Box Reply Services and to repay the customer the 
sum paid tor the advertisement and box rental.
Box replies on "Hold" instructions will be destroyed unless mailing inslructions are 
received. Those answering Box Numbers are requested not to send originals ot documents to 
avoid loss.
All claims ol errors in advertising must be received by the publisher within 30 days ot the 
tirst publication.
It is agreed by Ihe advertiser requesting space that the liability ot The Review in the event 
ot an error appearing in the advertisement as published shall be limited to the amount paid by 
the advertiser tor only one incorrect insertion lot the portion cl me advertising space occuped 
by the ijicorrect or omitted item only and that there shall be no liability In any event greater 




of PROFESSIONS, GOODS end SERVICES . . .
SEAMSTRESS for alterations & 
repairs. Part time basis, for 
Sidney business. Ph. after 6:30 
p.m.656-9150. Ip29
1981 YAMAHA MX80G. Excellent 
condition. $600 OBO. 658-8783. 
Ic2 9
9:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. Monday to Friday 
Closed Saturdays and Sundays
WORK
WAWIEO
TWO SLEEPING BAGS, good 
condition, $25. Battery charger 
$20,656-1718. Ip29
BLACK BMX with extras. $100. 
11 ft. Tri-hull with I 'A h.p. Merc 
outboard. Black & white portable 
TV.656-2283. Ic29
jn Menioriam ;.,...,..,. ,.,,,. ,...,, ,: -j
Cards of Thanks ;........:.:...2
Notices . ... v . .. .... :. ...... . .. , ; .'.3'
Lost................................^
Found .,.,......: .■ ...,. vy , : ■ ::5
Personals .;.........: . ,........ ... . 6
Business Personals .... ,...... . ....,, .7
Business Opportunities ...,. ......... . ........, .8
Help Wanted ;......... ............. 9
WHERE ARE ALL THE WATKINS 
dealers? They are at Okanagan 
Falls July 23 & 24 for our annual 
picnic. You are welcome to at­
tend. Phone 112-324-6141.
1 pb29
EXPERT PRUNING - TRIMMING 
and general gardening. 
Reasonable rates. Call 656-5382 
after 5 p.m. tf
Work Wanted.: ....
Miscellaneous For Sale 
Garage Sales ..,..... 
Wanted To Buy , .,.
Pets . ; . , 7:....... .  .
Livestock . .: ,.. 
Farm Produce .. . , ,.. 
Gardening ;.,. . . ., .i ,. 
Boats & Marine ......
Motorcycles :, Li :y. 
Aircraft ,. L.,.,,., 






; For RentL. Tv
T,^Wanled to Rent: T. 
Real Estate For Sale. ■
: Mobile Homes 
■:;.LegaTs.v:;,,''...,f'.
SENIORS [60 OR MORE]. New to 
Sidney? Don't know anyone? The 
Silver Threads Centre offers 
classes, activities and a v/arm 
welcome. Drop in to 10030 
Resthaven or call us at 656-5537. 
tf ■
WOOD WINDOWS. DOORS, 
SKYLITES. Largest selection. 
Lowest Prices. Walker Door. 
Vancouver 112-266-1101, North 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich­
mond 112-273-6829, Kamloops 
112-374-3566, Nanaimo 112- 
758-7375, Winlaw 112-226-7343, 
Lillooet 1 12 -2 56 -7 50 1, 
Whitehorse 112-667-7332. na-ttn
DEPENDABLE GENTLEMAN 
providing reasonably priced 
garden & lawn care. 652-0303. 
7p30
AMBER WOOL RUG, 9 x12’, $40. 
9' sun canopy $50. Shopvac 
vacuum cleaner, as new, $80. 
Sliding window $15, Drill $15. 
Juicer $20. Swivel tor chair $20. 
Roll-away bed $12. Misc. bikes 
around $20. 656-5457. Ip29
ANDY^S AUTO PARTS 
^ACCESSORSES
2412 SEVAN, SIDNEY 656-7281
Open 6 days a week lo serve you
Mon. 9-5, Tues.-Fri. 9-6, Sat. 9-5
HARD WORKER tor house paint­
ing and small repairs. Reasonable 
rates. Free estimates. Call Andie, 
652-0536, 9p32
ELECTROLUX RUG SHAM- 
POOER w/extra floor care kit. 
$195. Fender Bandmaster am­
plifier, twol2 in. speakers. $350. 
1P2 9
CONiyiAC AUTOMOTIVE 





FOR YOUR GARDENING and 
landscaping needs phone Geott. 
Reasonable rates. 652-0448. 
10p34 - .
GENDRON piggy-back stroller. 
Corduroy snugglie. Seersucker 
snugglie. Ph.656-9298. Ip29
THE PENINSULA COMMUNITY 
ASSOCIATION, 9788 2nd St., is 
the information and Volunteer 
Service tor the peninsula. It you 
need assistance or if you wish to 
volunteer a few hours a week to 
help others in your community, 
please call 656-0134 tor further 
information. tt
SUMMER WEDDING SPECIAL.
Fresh or silk flowers to suit your 
taste and budget. Book now, call 
Susan anytime 385-3889 or 658- 
8388. 4p29
MOTHER OF 2 will 






Brentwood, summer supervision 
or year round, full time - part 
time. 652-4283. 2c29
RELIABLE YARD WORK wanted, 
gardening, lawn cutting, etc. Call 
Chris Knudsen, 656-3686. 3nc29
PADDLE FANS - The original tan 
store. Wholesale and Retail. Free 
catalogues: Ocean Pacific Fan 
Gallery Inc; 4600 East Hastings 
Street, Burnaby, B.C. V5C 2K5. 
Phone 112-299-0666. na-tf
THE PENINSULA Disarmament 
Committee is collecting for a giant 
garage sale July 16. Call 656- 




MATURE LADY will house set and 
mind your animals while on 
vacation. Will also provide trans­
portation to and from shopping, 
doctor’s appointments, etc. Ph. 
656-4415. 3nc29









On the muffler, 
tailpipe, exhaust 
pipe and labor!





CENTRAL SAANICH SENIOR 
CITIZENS programmed meetings, 
1st and 3rd Thurs, each month; 
dropJns every Tuesday, 2-4 p.m.; 
Lions Hall, 6994 East Saanich 
Rd., Saanichton ttn
IS INFLATION h u rting you ? 
Diversity your present income 
with yourpwn part-time business. 
Minimal Tnvestment. Maximum 
security. 656-0014. 4p30
SAWS FILED, tools repaired & 
sharpened. Light metal repair 
work. 15 years in Sidney. "Len" 
Cusden, 2440 Malaview. Phone 
656-4068. 8p35
SATELLITE SYSTEMS LTD., 5330 
Imperial, Burnaby, B.C. V5J 1E6. 
Complete satellite packages from 
$1995.00. Financing available, no 
down payment C.A.C. $59 per 
month. Dealer inquiries welcome. 
Open 7 days a week for your 






ENERGETIC YOUNG MAN willing 
to do odd jobs. Ph. 656-0431. 
3'nc3,0
SCUBA TANK, U.S. divers 80 cu. 
ft. with backpack & boot. Plus 
Conshelf XII regulator. As new: 
$300 O B.O. 656-6395 . 3p29









_________________________________ WORK WANTED — Experienced
FpR SALE — Established ma- shipwright tor wooden boat 
chine fabricating shop: Downtown, repairs, caulking,; or new boat; 
Osoyoos. Business and property construction in Sidney area: Call 
$258]000. New European lathe, 656-5061; 3nc30
AMWAY PRODUCTS mean quality 
and personal: service.': 100% 
money back . guarantee; We 
deliver. Ask about.our wholesale . 
purchase plan. 656-0014 . 4p30
YELLOW BUDGIE FOUND at the 
airport: Owner may contact 656-
''2213T-':v::::t:;,::'';;:: ::v2nc30' ^
other: new machinery.; Berkley 
pump dealer. Phone 112-495- 
6043 or 112-495-2334; ^ 2pb30
R. & D; WINDOW CLEANING & 
yard maintenance. Reasonable 
rates. 652-9222. 2c29
: Puhiished on.Wednesday; of eveiy ; 
week by
- CARIBOO PRESS (19691 Lin 




i SEifSi: insertion;',20;'wdrds;or less; S2:01); 
;-(prepayn>enl' rale ;only), ;Con5ecu!ive 
repeiilanserlioiis, $1 00 oei -week. Over, -1 
-20 words iliist week) reach-extra word;,: 
14 cents, Conseculivn 'le'iicai iiisetiipns;;
. -over 20, words to cents per, c,n;h.,iddi-:: 
l-JioiijiLrvrord;:; Boxi;:;niiiimers;:;,:SLbO;:; 
LlClassitieri :display bale.,,;upbn reduesl;,^
; Cliaipe classilleds ate 53 00 loi ilteJnsl 




Mon. G'.OO - 7:00 p.m 
V7ed 7 00 ■ 7 00 p in.;; 
INTERMEDIATE
: . ;rTue:,6:30 -. 7.;30 p.m. ,
Fn 6 00 - 7,00 p m.
ADVANCED 
Mon 7 00 - S 00 p m 
Wed 7 00 - 8 00 p m 
Individus! classes 
.Poaching to suit ; 
your fitness level 
* * *
S2.00 drop-in or 
Ices
l:;;:. Classes begin June;13:; 
; at Sanscha,Hall; Sidney; .
For more info. ;***:; 
drop in!
PORTABLE STUD MILL, two Saw FOREIGN STUDENT (English) 
Scragg,:Buli: Edgerj. 3408 :Ppwr, .::jooking; tor summer ernployment 
Unit, 920 Loader, SrhithEirs Wood ; To : continue studies in Victoria. 
iSupply and Lumber Tie,Market, :£656-1310.
Box, 2893 ,' Smithers,:.^.C;,Phone :;; : R£5pQ^3jgLE : ;YOUNG:: MAN 
, 112-847-2745, ; : ;; ; lp^^ seeks vyork in the Sidney - North
FIREWOOD - SPLIT CORDS; 
fresh cutbushwood. Alder $65, fir 
$75, arbutus $115: Delivery $10. 
Sidneiy area toll;tree T12-800- 
663-3 708; pager 621 4 p3l:
and
‘©FFiCELCLEANEpI:
Boncled &: 1 nsured:; ’
Windows-FIbors-Garpetsj- 





2 LOVESEi^S, da rk brown acrylic j 
3nc31 velvet;as new, $3()0 each;5Jarge;
outdoor plants in Spanish-style T 
urhs; $30-40. 2 curved concrete :.
25;:;:unitS;s:;saariich; area:Will:work anytime.:: 652-2707.
references;Call656-1657; : pau ,
BOY will mow:





hours a day;/days a- 4268: ’ 112-530-0024, 112-534- your lavvn'dd'your yard vvoFk arid'Child’s :t Acorn
„„ ,.....0233 Patrick McGeoeh. Ar^sy fir llreplaca. Call 656-1370.____ IpM








contact Thonras at 6 5 2 t94 14 ; ; 
■2c3 0
On B£.;s IJrg«G;^. pe^Kjcare , BATH.NG
USEDBRESTAURANTliEQUip- 
MENT.Fourelectricdeepfryers,; 
onei SvvederT softTice-creahFi: rha-:
Islarid. Good Jocatiori, equipment, given in your home. Ph. 656- chine, one post mix machine, one
IL__ : • - ; StOCK. T $ 20 tOOO ,farms. ,1^0VI H-:- Q 5 4 ask for J im > : : ^ o aO 1 J’Aa UJ »-»a a»ia - UJ arr*51tan Dnesah • •
SI!) piir Vi.'.if, in B.in.itl.i lor Ihe fiitviiiw; 
SI? piir yiMiJoi seiunr rili.-fins ,,
St., Sidliey,656:124 7.
ALCOHOLICS ANONYMOUS. Ten BetL112-537-5833f Milien&Toyh:: 
separate groups rneet every weeks bee 112-537-5537. Ipb29::
: on :the :Saanich;:Periihsula: For:;
help:drihtc);call383:0415::i8p40: UNIT MOTELi ■ DOUBLE-WIDE 
:COLORYOURSELFBEAUTIFUL;:TRAILERANDMORE:on:High- 
' Feet confident, look your best in; way #7 : in Kent; Only. $175,000. 
the colors of your:season. For ; Argus Estates, : 112-524-4948;
3c31i 'ice male hi ne, one; H a mi I ton B ec h i 
MATURE former:: MEDICAL mixer and other equipment.
Contact ;A,;& W ;Restaurant:;:SECRETARY of large clinic would
LICENSED RESTAURANT; FOUR-;; |mg, :p|Pg|gj,gjj|y ,; ;Merritt;:i B.G.; Phpne:;:112T378- ;;i
THE COMPLETE
^ 1 1 ^ IYO ’ OFFICE
6^-3317
:;ALSOWIND0WS:;
with ; the; public:,Has::shorthand 5 2400a
CORRECTIONS
Cofrochons should be nwde belore Iho 
sbeond insfiition. Allowance can be made 
'lor . one imioiiecl inserlion only ,,.We. 
reserve Ihe rigtil to clasiily ad.s under , 
.appiopriaie headings :
THE FAMILY OF; Elmer and 
Evelyn Powell request your 
presence at the Open House, 
August 7, celebrating their 
Golden Anniversary in Sorrento, 
B.C. Phone. 675-2664;
drapingconsuitationcall Heather, Roger Matheson, 112-939-1866. 
656-0014. : : 4p30 'Tpb29
QUIET FAMILY seeking estate 
management/ caretaking position 
with living: accomodation; 
3p^ ; Security, animals, gardens,
MR. AND MRS. RUPERT W^L,; a ^
are pleased To^ announepatt^ Qary Chandler; Grouhel Rd., 
engagement of their only daugh­
ter Janine to John, the only son of7iy!
Mr, and , Mrs. Peter Muller: No 
immediate wedding plans, lp29
Ladysmith, B.C. V0R2E0 ; 5p32
FOR CHEERFUL NURSING care 
while a patient at the Peninsula 
Hospital, For flowers, cards and 
many visitors, heartfelt thanks, 
--Mrs, Marta King. Ip29
MR. AND MRS. JACK GREEN are
pleased to announce the 
engagement of their daughter 
Kelly Lyunne to Joseph Leonard 
Gray of Surrey, B.C, Tp29
PREGNANT AND NEED a place to 
stay? We care. Kindred, House, 
Duncan, B.C , Vancouver Island. 
Call anytimell2-748;5572. 
::'lpb2 9
WE WOULD LIKE to express our 
sincere thanks to: friends and 
family (or their expressions of love 
and sympathy in the loss of a dear 
wile and sister, —Ruebert Tillyer 
/and Muriel PauliiV, lc29
SURVIVORS OF SEXUAL 
ASSAULT Drop-in group meets 
every Wednesday, 7-9 p.m. at 
1045 Linden Ave 383-5545,10-5 
p.m; Monday to Friday tor more 
■Into. tin,.
EARN HUNDREDS AND HUN­
DREDS IN YOUR SPARE TIME 
'demonstrating Hot-Tubs. Spas or 
Saunas with friends and neigh­
bors,: California Cooperage, 
world's;, largest hot-tubs 
manulacturer offers exclusive 
dealerships: in your area. Sell at 
retail / for continuing/ profits. / 
Write: : Rural Dealer Division, 
California Cooperage, 149 
Riverside Drive, North Van­
couver, B.C, V7H 1T6. Phone 
(604)929-8167. .; Ipb29
and experience with; dictaphone g sail attach-
;(X-ray reports). Ph; 656-4490:^^^
1P2 9 ' Plans send $8.00 to :
DO YOU NEED HELP with the Can-Sail, #16/ Prairie Lodge 
care of your home? Hadworking Trailer Court, Vegreville, Alberta, 
handymen will do interior & ex- : T0B4L0:;
terior painting,; carpentry 
(renovations),; gardening, etc. 
Excellent references available 
form satisfied custumers.T 7 per 
hour. Call Steve at ',656-4490 or 
Graham 656-5864. / 4c30
DEEP COVE MAN with truck tor 
house, yard and garden main­
tenance, carpentry, haulingaway. 
Reasonable rates. Malcolm, 656- 
9312. 3p31
TRUEDOUGH COINS, "Heads 1 
Win, Tails ‘ You Lose." Limited 
edition, send $6.00 toiTruedough 
Coins, Box 2098; Salmon Armj 
B.C: VOE 2T0. Phone 112-832- 
9682,:/: / 2pb30
Bondad — Insured AND GUTTERS
“ZLZ'Z:-'/Z'vZ/..:-: ZeL'v/vZ/ZrZ/'ZZ'-'/^-ZZ.-v^ZZ/'Z' ^
(Liquid Dry)
/“Expert Carpeit & Upholstery Cleaning /The Urtlque Way' 
FREE ESTIMATES - BONDED & tNSUneO
656-3730
/';. 'iv
THE SIDNEY DAYS committee 
would like to thank the (ollowing 
merchants and organizations (or
/ tholr/sdpport /and; donations tor: 
Sidhoy L^ay Parade; Island Vlow
LOW RANGE VOICES wanted by
Sidney Prospective Chapter ot 
Sweet Adelines. I( you like bar­
bershop/stylo: singing, tool
ALICE’S DRESSMAKING. Mens, 
ladies, childrens, Alterations,
; repai rs‘, dra pes. 2 04 3 -A Cou rse r 
Drive, Sidney Phone656=6170: 
4p31
WANTED
URINE ERASE GUARANTEES 
REMOVAL dog, cat, human urine 
/ stains;:' odors from; carpets: 
regardless of stain age. Free bro­
chure. Reidell,Chemicals Limited,
;. Box7500, London, Ontario, N5Y 
/;4X8.-,v;'/ /.:lpb29.'.
"COMING TO VANCOUVER?": 
Mr, Sport/Holpl/' Stay sEnlghtswelcome to join ourIriondly group:most Mondays, 7:45':p.m, at the i^nd SM tho^otvonth FREEfl05\ iVlOnildyb, Y (v-Ml. « V Uiw t 'I? Hfl ‘YH l t HHoolnn Hall on Mills Road Info . wtO^Ktclbt). (o) JT-iu
656»S301 or6567828;^^ /FULL, broakfastl
Freezer, Sidney_Bakery, SB|oway,
jiaSidney Super Foods,/ Poninsu 
Consumer Services Co-operalivo,
ANAF i«302; Goodwill Bottling.:
; R,C: Legion #37; Kof P #36.1 p29' 
M'TeFiARLEi^^ _
HANSON of 1720 Wain Rd,i wHh YO^:£., AND 
to thank all our ricar friends, RETREAT 
neighbours, and relatives (or the DASS, Aug; 3 
beautiful (lov/ors. cards. feio- 
phone calls, and'personal visits, 
which made bur 60th wedding 
anniversary such a happy oc- 
casion p29
fffAfiK
L.V.I,H. CLUB,; Open KorSe &
pony show/vJuly 24 at. Bear Hill 
Farms,!$75 cash,to high pt, horse 
or pony, Entry forms available at 





VANCOUVER'S / DOWNTOWN 
RF.SORT. 280 resort-style rooms,
'""''AVON';::;





FIRE\WbOD CUT TO ORDER. 
Cedar posts and rails, Select tree 
falling. 656-4213. 4387-tf
LIGHTING FIXTURES Western 
Canada's largest / display, 
Wholesale and, retail:: Free 
catalogues: available,/ Norburri 
Lighting Centro Inc., 4600 East 
Hastings St., Burnaby, B,C. V5C
?JS5.Phorio29_9’-0666,______ tf
SANDAK SllOlS:Bei^
SUMMER IS HERE!: DON’T 
DELAY!; Pacific/ Sailboards • 
quality boards at an attractive 
price - $799,00 complete iiv 
cluding lreight within B.C, Sales 
tax extra. Phone 112-733-1119. 
:'2pb30'';:
CCBNER or BUHNSinE A DOUGLAS




: SKYLITES, / Largest: solocllon,
‘ lowos t prices. Wo Ik or:/ Door/ // 
:v Vaitebuvor H2-26G-1101. North Z 
Vancouver 112-985-9714, Rich- 
:, tnond 112-273,-6829,: Kaihlbopb / 
: U2-374-3566;: Nanaimo /112- 
758-7375, 27pbtfning' & bofiting: Good selection of 
WE ARE LOOKING for/a retired/ / sizes & colors. Shoe parties or 
/ couple to Slay rent-free In/ our; individual sales, Ph. 652*3038 ,
/;homo/for,6:month8,/.Handyman;or';/.'/;7 c3 0'''/.
kitcTiehunlt^ovorlw^^ gardener preferred, Non- CLARk ENTERPRISES.^750 •
//Bay and:Stanley Park; : pane/
LA/ITU RARA WADI Rocquots Club;,/; cor)lbroncc / rolorencos::reqUired^;^aihchtpn::£
WITH BABA _HARI tflcilities and covered parking, For, area, Write to Box W c/o doof, $325, 5 mm mirrors
/ rofiorvationsi/ Call toll/free in/ Roviow, Box:2070,'Sldnoy,:^^, / (factory seconds). $3.50 sq, ft, //PANORAMA LEISURE CENTRE 
Canada 112-800 663-9494: The : Giant Qarago .Salo Sat,, July 23
Int) at /Denman /Place, •/I733 WANTED VOUNOrPERSON with 6656 (Visa, Master Charge, 23t 9:30 am, Everyone welcome.
/'/'ComoxStreet, M'2-688-77l'lv://::;::;;//:bicyc:lo tor'bannQr.,a55embly/work/::':/;cRACK OPNSSfTIbOGliiVOcSi^':':''/l£2 '
1 phiTS-™.-.—at airport: Preference shown^to firewood / suppliers, sorvlj)g Q^Ri^ci''SALESalur^y'juiy*23,
MEDITATION
ZiZ.
We sincerely thank all 
friends and ;famlly who sent cards 
and letters of sympathy, and for 
the many donations to the 
Canadian Cancer Society and teh 
Canadian Diabetes Association 
(or Mrs. E. Hammond. --Thq 
HammonUand Currie fartillias,. 
Ib29
_ _ _ _ __ 8, Salt-Spring
Island, Wo (eel honoured to host 
this / 5-day / retreat with an 
acknowledged master Adults 
$135, Children (2-12) $851 Family 
rates also, Information: Box 1133, 




BART BUITENDYK Finishing C.'upcntry, Cfibiriols .'incj Riiill-lris,,/,/; :: Loh()-Tinie Siclnoy;bu!ldor;,:::., 
/,Ronovdlo &:Sitvo!:FREE/'ESTIMATES' Riiiiipiis loomn, Rop.’iiis Afldilion^. Ciisiciin in.ujn 
Window Shuiii.iici ', Call 656-4615
■ —/ NO JOB TOO SMALL Z Z
r
SOFTWARE' EXPRESS CANADA, /good spoilers. Call Sltycorn, 6^/ sjdqoy, Brentwood and:Saanich 
Appib - Atari - Commodore 64 -: 1234, /lg9 - frpni Saltspring Island.
VIC'20 and more. Save $$, in- LIVEd"N: rhlBBIb aged lady for / Full cords split and deliver^. 
credible selection, Write or call mobilo elderly lady. Good cook, Alder, $80; Maple, $90; kindling
‘ for free catalog. (604) 382-45'20, /drivers ijconso roquired. Phono wood available. Phone 385*2371 
/iot





C «Ls IP PH tI A “’^1uti, I Dtkj TI At / cows'r em«t lOM
/cxniAJeo ■
f RtlKMH DttlONKtllBUILDintiPNCV, U.C, SIMI-I70I
’TABLE TENNIS (Ping Pong) at 
Brentwood ElemcnlaiY SchfX?!,, 
Monday* 7:30-9;30 p;m, All,a8« 
welcome. Further Info, 652-4580; 
‘■652-l53tv''
/ wf iHWsBtrDipRraENt:/
roup meets regularly. To ioln us,SehTusLor/iui^ forZinlorfnation.;
/calf6564 2 after 5 p.m. / / Hn 
‘r:’15WI»flNbH''creatin«''; 
problems in your life? OvereatOr* 
Anonymous can help you!,: No / 








*Tiio8, a Thursday 
« 0:30-10:30 A,M.
$1.50 Drop In
/Juiy and August OnlY
BlT«ntwBOtl Boy 
Community HqH
un '♦V.illutu - oil 
W. Saanich mi. 
momAtiMmEHSE
;/:.//.■:;:#W0ff4W
2675 Bridge Street, Vic oria, D.C, 




9 a.rn: ■ noon or4 p,rn, ■
ENERGY?, Mfllasplna College has 
seats / available'in 1 the two-year
Hp38:
WANfED!“CA§1li for major' ap­
pliances, working: or not,: Fur-STUDENTS, MEN AND WOMEN, -jx,Knv.* vmi ifti 
OUTSTANDING OCCUPATIONAL
nppORTllNITIPRI / Have Uftiir :2451. ur>>Bl-4l2,/, i ! ‘ UCoJEnbr^ Systems /^oaw- Call / ^^ocognizod! Sell / 'Iho / / FtSW^CE^/Go cart made with
efnn tho woshbU hand protection Tecumseh engine. ^ centrifugal
Collogo, ROK^®?Ir people want and need. Good/ clutch, in very good condition;earnings! Call 112’5']6-3149 or ./plusspareparts.$200.2^^^ 
write Jo; SAKAPA CO: , 13380' Chevy stock van seats, new. $150 / 
/QUARANTEED! $30,00 por lOO Marine/Dr.,; Suitoy, /B C.:/V4A Z:/MlC:Ph;656i484^
GARAGE,SALE July 20 to July 22 . 
Don't miss it. *2626 Lancelot 
Drive, Turgoosa Point area, lc29
ABOVE GROUND SWIMMING 
POOL, trailer hitch, drapes, fire 
screen, cassette, healers, paint 
apiuch more, July 23 9 to3 p.m.p
Custom Hemes
•Framing, finishing, additions and 
rotnlning wall spoclalists
65B^2164 656-4882
2026 Melville Drive, Sidney, id2.9
'/'■TWO ”fAMILy" gariig^^CTam'’''
tastic sales, good selections, kids.
kitchens, gardens, lots more,, July 
23i 10 a m,-4 p,m, 7640 Wallace 
Drive: "'■ ""^'''‘""'■;"lp29:"''
TWLTuM“Sfi!0^?t^ 10^^ X 36 IT':102."^'/ipbao ......... ..................... ..........
-'■:J8w:/24'/‘'X 30''‘‘Rolls/'Cornplete.
RAIN OR SHINE/ Goodies from 
soveraL / homos, pool Jable, 
WDbdstb'rb, fiirnioturc, toys, /
envelopes stuffed. Send self 
addressed stamped No, Nine 
-envelope: HGH, 1392 Ellison
Road,QUosnel,O C.V2J5ES. ................ . .......... .. .... . ..... . _
]/hi?l.Z.:ZQ/:::iI/.Z-...;./;,..„.J.„-^^ ^f^ergOTCy.; : AyM6y^ lQ81$..$$0.000-0^ Py /pff P^,^thaven;,,h
■ interior:'! MORTGAGE.:AND:/:acufO'and4extendpd//Caro:;:Tem-;;:,.Cah^;Ul-949YA6l,:T'|l^ts 11^,;,;
LOAM 'Ll Oi /; Now has money fx^raty lurnistiud .mtUMiuUuliun i> , 3497 710.
CONSTRUCTION
Dosigiv-dfalling:: 


















ends, Grove Crescent oil Amelia
Bvailable; (or any worthwhile
Mortgagos. / business 




Walter Ward 112 -B'JT- 4043, NeW 
lower rates all areas, l pb29' teinimiiiniwuwinwim
4pb3l
,,Javailable..'/>ppty:/to:,/'Mrs,;J6ariv//«T-f:6SAWlWr'STtl#W:/
; Bennewith, Ashcroft - R/',Distrlct , matching night table,
Hospital, P 0. Box 48Bv* Ashcroft, mirror frame, One high chair,mew pm, 10953 Madrpna Drive, 
/ B,C: V0K1A0 or all n2'453t :! condition.:/ Phoni 652-9435/ or /bidney:M8ny misc.,im^^^^




hone rule Drivftways 
: ,Fish Pond!) ■
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REVIEW
«:-WANTED.
WANTED; CASH for major ap­
pliances, working or not. Fur­
niture or what have you. 381- 
2451or381-3122. 6c33
1973 MAZDA 808, 41,000 miles, 
excellent condition. $2000. 656- 
9113. Ip29 I
WANTED: Old B.C. provincial 
police insignia in metal and cloth. 
Also publications. Private 
collector pays cash. 721-1692. 
3p30
WANTED: St. Margaret’s Kilt and 
blazer. Size 12 to 14. For sale - St. 
Margaret’s blazer size 10 to 12. 
Ph. 656-4853. 2c29
WANTED TUTOR for amateur 
radio license. Please call 656- 
2723 evenings. 2c29
WANTED BMX GLOVES and 
accessories. 656-6122. Ip29
PENINSULA DIREaORY
of professions; GOODS ond SIRVICES ...
SIDNEY REALTY
65&?928
MUST SELL 7 6 4 spd. Chev Vega 
2 dr. station wagon to settle 
estate. 46,000 miles. View at 
2077 Brethour Park Way, Sidney, . 
V8L1 S3. Send bids to same by 
July 31. Highest bid will not 
necessarily constitute a sale.
2c3 0
1973 BUICK CENTURY, new
tires, muffler, shocks, brakes, all 
power. Phone 656-5091. Ip29
'68 DATSUN 1600. runs well.
$450. Utility box trailer $250. Ph. 
656-6103. 2p30
BROWN AND BLACK 4 mo. old 
Purebred Doberman. Not 
registered. $150. 656-9320. Ask 
forSteve. 2c29
1979 WESTERN STAR, 1981 
Reliance, aluminum transfer unit. 
90% 11 X 24.5, 8V-92N,
RT012513, 4H R.E., Air. Deluxe 
0/0 top shape. Sell all or part. 
$58,000. Phone (403) 274-4002 
evenings. Ipb29
SIDNEY: Half acre, with char­
ming 1740 sq. ft. home, on 
one level. Fireplace, 3 br. ex­
tra large kitchen, and sauna. 




CAIRN TERRIER PUPS, 1 male, 
Wheaton; 2 famales, 1 Wheaton, 
1 grey. CKC registered. All shots, 
tattoos. Champion stock. 479- 
0677. Ic29
PUPPIES, 8 weeks old. Free to 
good homes. Ph. 656-2985. 2p30 
FREE CUTE 8 week old part- 
Persian kittens. Phone 656-7617 .
^':-:.-3c31
FREE GUINEA PIGS. 656-3772.
lc29-'.\--
CKC REGISTERED SHELTIES 
(Miniature Collies). Male and 
female, four months and up. 
$200. and up. Health guaranteed. 
Joan Corant, Box 1423, Golden, 
B.C. VOLA IHO. Phone (604) 344- 
2309:,,,;;-V/--k-:v:"--^'^':/' ^/■lpb29:;.
’S^I¥iOSI8f@
.KEKSmi : V J
3 Room groups. Bachelor 
suites, individual pieces, 




YACHTSMEN!! Your chance to 
live close to your boat. Luxury 
2 bed., 2 bath, waterfront 
townhou'se. Terrific views, 




AS SNUG AS A BUG IN A RUG; 
Newly insulated even under 
the floor and with double glaz­
ing! This 2 bed, cottage is as 
neat as a pin. Comes complete 
with garage for only $58,500. 
KAREL DROST
656-0131 656-2427
Immaculate, one level retire­
ment home. Two bedrooms, 




SIDNEY. New 2 bedrcwm duplex. 
Fireplace, dining room. No pets, 
:referehces.$550 permonth.656- 
4066 or 656-4003: 2084-tfn
SIDNEY DUPLEX, immaculate, 3 
bdrm, fireplace, 1‘/a baths, 
dining; room, ,bsmt., fenced yard. 
Close to schools. $ 650 per mo; No 
pets. References.656,-4066, 656- 
4003":. —
WANT DAI LY; LAMB; GAI NS to 
; 1.25 Tpoii hds ;? a rid v twice yea r ly 
lambing? Briar Glen Dorsets can 
do it all for you.: Rams, bred ewes, 
Uambs. Phone(604) 642^766:T ;
■1 pb2 9
TWO: BEDRCX)M full basement 
::side;x side; possible inlaw suitej 
fireplace,large; jot.;;Available 
; August 1; 2155 Wieler Ave. 479- 
9824. ' rc30
: BARRED ROCKS 4 months,; $6;/ 
/Old English;Banties;: New Hamps,; 
: Z '/yearsj/laying.; /Atigpra / buck'; 
(Mohair), excellent qua! ity jleece:; 
656-4201. 2p30
LUXURIOUS HOUSEBOATS FOR 
RENT WEEKLY: OR 3 DAY - 3 
i NlGHTs^RENTALSTJAVAILABLE ; 
; MAY;l to OCTOBER SI ON THE ; 
TFABULOUSV SHUSWAP / LAKES : 
:SlCAMOIJSyB.e/;REASONABLET 
I RATES (604) 836-2202
houseboat ; HOLIDAYS IN- 
STERNATIONAL 3pb29 ;
MU^ROQM MANURE, weed 
free. Excellent soil conditioner 
and mulch. Available in bulk or 
bags. U-haul $14/yard. Delivery 
extra. Quantity discounts. 652-; 
2543...... ■14639;
NEW 1 BDRM. CONDO, quiet, 
luxurious, fireplace, 3 ap- 
plicahces, own utility room; Suit 
older lady or mature couple,:; 
References.$425. Ph. 656-5314.
3 p3 0
MORE FOR LESS: A town- 
house will give you more living 
space for. less money.; Check 
'these':-,".
BRENTWOOD;; Ideal location; 
quiet, close to stores,; lovely 2 
bed:, 1 i/2 bath, fireplace,
; separate din i ng room ./garage, 
iWorkshop. Asking $78:500.
SIDNEY: SPACE,;SPACE! ; ; ; ; 
Total of approx.’ 3O0p sq ."ft :;,of 
livirjg;: space,/ plus :garage, 
workshopr /Gdod /location' 
cjose; to-;marinas, schools! 
Bank s^s^ sell11;$99;000/:;
Open daily 2 pm - 7 pm
9659 - 2nd St. Three bedroom, 





Super family home in good 
central location in Sidney. 




We have a 
seciet weapon 
to help sell 
your home!
it’s called SIZE.
As part of the 
largest real estate sales 
organization in the 
world, we ha\'e access 
to buyers all over North 
America.
Find out more 
about tlie exclusix’e 
VIP" Referral .ser\’ice. 
Call or stop by today.
Saanich Peninsula 




MAKING HOMES AFFORDABLE. 
SemiR’If’21’.“ 4p3t
SHDREACRES: Excellent 
duplex, on quiet street close to 
beach. 3 bed., 2 baths, well 
finished! One side for $73:500: 






Valley : views, sea ' glimpses. 
Complete; with all the.creature 
comforts: $235,000.;; v
656-1111 /; 656-7319
WANTED TO BUY: Saanich, 
Saanich Peninsula. Purchaser 
seeking 3 bedroom house on 
approx. 2 acres suitable for 
horses. Will consider older home 
in good condition. Price range up 
to approx. $150,000. Please call: 
Ray Bourquin 652-4650; Island 
Pacific Realty Ltd. 592-5551. 
2p30
REDUCED TO $89,900
Exceptionally well built home, 
two bedrooms and studio 
upstairs (or three bedrooms if 
you prefer). Skylights 
throughout make it nice and 
bright. Wood stove In living 
room, oak cabinets in kitchen. 
Very pleasing layout and floor 
plan. Basement almost fully 
developed - another bedroom 
and bathroom down. Drive by 
2051 Ocean Avenue then call 
John Tate 656-6466
SEARCH NO MORE!
Immaculate family home at the 
’’foot of Weller” close to 
Greenglade School. Many 
many extras - 11x14’ 
greenhouse, 2 apple one pear 
tree - secluded back yard, 
14x16’ sundeck: More park­
ing for boat or R.V, at back 
and there’s more inside. Drive 
by 2206 Weller - priced at 
$97,500,
John Tate 656-6466
CLOSE TO REC CENTRE
Comfortable 4 bedroom family 
home in Dean Park area of 
Sidney, close to elementary 
school and rec. centre. Base­
ment fully developed - over 72 
acre lot with mature garden, 
many furit trees. Good value at 
$118,500. /
John Tate 656-6466
HIG H W AY R E ST A U R A NT.
Licensed 87-^seat facility on busy 
corner (leased) in Salmon Arm. 
$72,500. Shuswap Realty Ltd. 
112-832-7051, call Alan Morton 
112-832-3174 (eves:). ; lpb29
Lots
Sidney - excellent corner - lot 
easy to buiId;on; $38,900. ;: , 
North Saanich - over 1/2 acre 
view lot - reduced to $54:000. 
Ted Phillips
556-1111 656-5337
TWO UNIQUE GENERAL 
STORES, single or together.
Large / volurnes; ; stable 
economies. /Owner ; other in­
terests. Only serious' inquiries 
phonel 12-747-2444. ; "lpb28
BUYING A HOME? For friendly, 
nd-pressure : service; Please call 
Ray Bourquin i652-4650. Island 
Pacific ReaIty Ltd 592-5551. 
2p29
//DUPLEX — SIDNEY:/3 bdrm;: 
fireplace, fenced yard, no pets:;
/BLACKTOP;SqiL.:$ll per yard,: 
:deliverdd./5:yafd;mihimum:;656- 
:;3159. 4wc29
!- iReferences:;$575 :per/mb;:656-/ 
4066 01-656-4003. 23t
HANGING I BASKET;/ SPECIAL/
lnd6olr;!;&;;dutddor:/$3v/$4!::&/up;" 
Patio tubs, evergreen &f lowering:/ 
Shrubs,;'trees,/vines,/bamboo 
etc. Good ^election cut flowers & 
/flower / arrangements. Can 
deliver. 652-9602, 2p29
i;BuPLp//‘3BDRM.-rbsmt/;;
Fenced yard, Melville Dr.
;//Ava i la bl e = J u ly; 3 0: / No pets// Ph:
:;';:6 5 6 -3 O 5 iT:;///;/ ;///'/;/'7’ :/■/3 c3 0 ■
ONE BEDROOM SUITE, very 
close to beach and bus. Utilities 
included/ 395 per month. 656-
":7'616:::////-VScSl/
NORTH SAANICH: 
bright, modern & immaculate, 
beautiful country setting. This 
home has a heatilator fireplace ; 
;in/its/suhi<en1iving;ro6m:;An/ 
;airtightinthered/ro6m,;!arge; 
patios off both living areas/; ;/ 
KEVIN CAMPBELL 
656-0131 A; 656-6916
SHOREACRES COVE : WATER-
FRONT//Th ree' Su perb ; lotswith//
protective . covenan t; un-
:dergrouhd /services/.Foriinfp/sTOl;
owner; //2516 : Shoreacres// Rd:;/
^Sidney: 656-1836. 8p35/
LISTINGS/ REQUIRED; /Saanich
/Peninsula, all price ranges.
: Rlease;:call; Ray/ Bburquiri; 652-/
4650,: Island:Pacific Rfjalty/Ltd.
;;592:5551. 2p29
FORECLOSURE—r; 40 acres; 
OKANOGAN VALLEY, farm,
/ recreation dr /investrrient: Back 
payments $3981.10, monthly 
payments $223.83. Total 
-;;$i9,888:93. Must sell! Bank 
wires accepted. :(509) 486-4777;;‘ 
; / (509) 486-28 7 5. Ipb29:
FINE FAMILY HOME
10194 Third Street - at Roberts 
Bay - just a stones throw from 
the beach. Three bedrooms, 
full basement home - large 
sundeck at back - plus fenced 
yard and large storage shed. 
Ideal accommodation for the 
growing family. Make your of­
fer bn $87,500.
John Tate 656-6466 
Realty World 656-3928^^^ ^^^^^ ^^ ^^^^^^^^^^^
BRIGHT AND CHEERFUL
This four bdrm and den family 
home offers over; 2100 sq. ft. 
of living space on two levels: 
/Only B yrs: old the quality ot;^ 
construction and decor rnake it; 
;a;c!elighttb;qvyn::On/phe;acre 
ot;easy-care land. ML 70642. 
$139,000.
Loyd Burden 6^6-3928
ROBERTS MANOR SIDNEY one 
and two bedroom units available 
immediately ; in /wellmanaged 
block / with TENNIS COURT. 
Children welcome. Free parking. 
! From $409.656-3060. /: / / c29
SPORT FISHING GEAR - down- 
riggers, fuel etc. A!solntellevision 
and: 10 cartridges: : Phone 658- 
:1102.'/'';'/I2g36;
SIDNEY; — 2 bdrm, flat with 
sundeck. i Available /Aug: 1,/ 
Children welcome. Ph. 656-9298 
/to view./-';/ '"/// • lp29
9' ZODIAK inflatable 4-person 
dinghy, with wood trarlsohi & filer. 
Go^ condition. $625. Phono
■652-2864.':'"'/'/':'//;'^,,2-29
LANDING CRAFT FOR HIRE. 31’ 
aluminum twin engine, 4000 lb. : 
//load based in Sidney,/will haul; 
bldg, ; materials, supplies., 
dquipmont, scuba divers; towing,
/ etc. $40 per hr, Ph/toll free 112- 
/800-663-3708 pager62lV/ 4p21/
FOR RENT:''"':":";"::" ■■':; ' ■///;/
SHOAL HARBOUR FOR THE 
EXECUTIVE.;2 bedroo(Tis, Lux­
ury living / $1500. per irionth/ 
/NANCY LAVIOLETTE 
656-0131 / / 656-3676
HOUSE/PRICES ARE ON THE 
: MOVE! There;is ;n6/better time to; 
buy.;:/1 h is;/: i m maculate:: t h ree 
/bedrpom/hbme/Situated iridnebf 
the newer developments in 
/Sidney, this home is ideal for the 
young family: Assumable mor­
tgage of $49,000: and PIT of 
$510./ per month. Reduced to 
$80,900. for quick sale. Open 
house Sat. and Sunday 1 p.m. - 4 
p.m. 656-0031 for /more in­
formation. ; lc29
PR'RENT;
'3 bed room:: 1 Va bat h, du p lex 
bn;/ McDoiiaid;: Park: Road, 
available August 1; 1983.
NANCY LAVIOLETTE 
656-0131 656-3676
OPEN HOUSE Sat,, July 23 from 
1 to 4 p.m, New rancher, 1862 
Porlier, Sidney. $135,000/ Ph. 
656-5682. ; /. / lc29
BULKLEY; VALLEY RANCH. 480 
acres seeded, 220 acres hay, 700 
acres /lush crown range, Two 
houses, two barns,' three creeks, 
$350,000. Phone 112-846-5626, 
;,.,lpb29-.,:
MOBILE HOME/ PADS: AB­
BOTSFORD:///BRITISH/ 
COLUMBIA.; Close to Vancouver/ 
with easy freeway access. All 
conveniences such as hospital, 
shopping/ centre,/parks: curches, 
schools and college close by/Only 
eight pads available,in the adult 
/section, Choose your pad before 
it’s too late. To complete our land­
scaping and beautification /pro­
gram, we are willing to make a 
special offer/ until August 15, 
1983 of two months free rent and 
up to $500.00 in moving costs. 
CALL collect to CHARLOTTE 
OR ALEX AT; CLEARBROOK 
ESTATES (604) 854-3641. 4 pb31
.SOLID.FAMILY HOME
"You.get more for your money 
with this 3 bdrm. family home 
located on Vz acre lot close to 
downtown Sidney.; Included 
;/ are two / sepamte /workshops/ 
large sunroom, sewing room; 
rec. room with fireplace, and 
;Tirepiace insert in living room: 
//NeW/MLS:;On!y$99:000 
Loyd Burdon 656-3928
COMFORTABLE, CLEAN mobile 
home delivered. $18,000 trade 
for motor home, Phone 112-892- 
.9997. Ipb29
LAKEFRONT RESDRT
Gorgeous 272 acres resort bn 
St. , Mary : Lake ; on Saltspring 
/Island: Operating as an 
established tourist/distination 
with lots of ;;/room lor expan­
sion. Included are two 
country-style homes, lour cot­
tages,/ 37 trailer pads, 10 ten­
ting sites, boats, furniture'and 
more: New MLS $345,000/ 
Loyd Burdon 656-3928
WANTED IMMEDIATELY ™
Bsrnt. suite In Sidney area. Single 
RCMP ; member. Non-smoker, 
656-3931. 2p29
/ 24' SEALANDER House Cruiser 
with i tandem/trailer,/302 FWC./ 
/ Waukeshaw motor, Iridp, H/C / 
’water, shower, toilet: / sleeps 5,/
/ Ideal asi cruiser, live-ataoard or; 
/camper, $ 17,000,652-9961.
WANTED: 1 bdrm: suite. Prefer 
unfurnished. Vicinity N,E, Sidney 
lor quiet working single, Ph. 656- 
5834, ' 2p29
30 FT, BOATHOUSE. Van/isle
Marina, For/ info,! call Rimpac
/;Divors;656-6313v /v/v • 4wc32
LOOKING FOR a place to rent 
“ outside Victoria whore I can live in 
my/ 22 ft,/f frailer,/ please/call 
:382£2218, 2cm
I^RflCLfijURUST/ ’"RE^jLilES 
HOUSE or cottage, Will ca ref or 
; ga rd 0 n, H as / m i n lat u re S hoi t ie, 
Relorbhcos available. /Ph/ 656-;
4490//;'"''/:''''' lp29
1981 SUZUKI FA50/low mileage,
; Accos86rie8//jhcludod, Excellent 
condition, good around town bike; 
Offers to $385;/ 656-0224 6/8
..'//p,m.. /■:;////./ ,'//./12g38‘
3“ REAL ESTATE
•80 FORD FIBO PICKUP. 300 cu. 
;:; in, /auio.r PS./pB./only 14,000
'//' ■ miles/:'/; H 7.8 6 5' / /;:/; Like//' new.", !8’;" 
;/,■//'.camper,'/btoyei'isink.;,.Heater,/jee,;
liox, large water tank, $1,950; or 




either' whole or for parts. Good 











Member •Victoria M.L.S. 
.":■"./658-1164■"'
REDUCED— MUST SELL 
OWNER TRANSFERRED
Three bedroom homo in qtilol 
aroa;p( Sidney • within walking 
distance: ol dowiilowh, : Fire­
place upstairs and;down, tully 
tbricod/ ;yard 
Reduced to $76,900,
PAUL HYATT 656-3150 
OOnOOH HUIME^^^^^7 
:LTD."//!/:';;///''/:!:/“:'65G-1154-
HOUSE FOR SALE by owner in 
’ Sidney bi'level spilt, 4 Ddr, IVr 
bath, newly / painted, screeri: 
: fireplflce m&ert,, tmw. cartMhs,.
' dishwasher, fruit Irws, garden,










... UY,.OWNER,, yti4( .plU j-mIH' ■.
:',T0VO|./'' 'J'':'/lV3':;/'8c'r0B/-"::three';
bbdroorns,/large workshop,: city 
: sewer, water, $92,000, Box 4S3 i 
Cumberland,/ : B,C, / V()R ISO./ 
Phono a2-336-107f) Of U2-338*
':;'8)S29/'/'^',':'-'/'.'//':/:j^'’''-:'Tpb29’'!
HORSE COUNTRY
Almost 572 acres ol prime 
j larmland in North Saanich 
close to Sandown Racetrack, 
Well dug and perc test appfov- 
ed, Build your stables here or 




/;' !l,hi,ijl,l/ f:iil /i'/V/lK' IVII'I',;
Iliil ' VOll/'l’t'lllf'InWiil ,VMi; ;
■''.iv>
.I'tft;/ ifi’fii'.ly' , (.'lii/'i vf'!'!
/iiii ;/i,iiii,i,i/i Mi'i'/iuivi* imi
‘ the Peninsula fiite we do.
MARYLAND SUBpIVISION; / 
Price reduced by $5,000.
Enjoy the poacie: and quiei bl 
this deslreablo area ot Sidney.; 
Spacious/;iudor;: slylo./;;family; 
home •/ lour; bobrobrns,/tiireo’ 
hathrooms, large roc. room, 
;Socludod;/:back; 
past 2255 Frosl Avb, ; th0n;call 





DEAN PARK ESTATES 
Close to Roc. Centre/
Cpmtortablo 4 bedroom (amlly 
homo/ Fully; developed base­
ment. Large mature garden 
wlih many fruit Iroos, Built on 
over 72 acre. Close to elemen­
tary schoor and roc cenlrc, 
Como by 8650 East Saanich 










ideal rotiromcnt condominium 
• White Ritth ,Road, in adult 
orjent'ed .;;b;(;jmp|ex;,;‘/''o;ne 
! ti 0 d' r bp m','././;';i 0 c b a h' V1 n w.;:' 
glassed-in patio, vvail .io wal 
carpels, eic. Against lull .piiec 
el $55,000. vendor will carry 
,$500;; per mohth/INTEREST 
FRFF attor down paymont bl 
only, $is;ooo. What; an; ideal 
way, to retire.
John Tata 656-6466 //
■'Raalty World/:;/'':/-''!--/:-,''"/'





Woods 2387 Beacon 656-7333 
Blinds DRIFTWOOD CENTRE
ELLIS ELECTRICAL
Residential - Industrial •
Electrical Wiring, Rewiring & Line Work.: Have your power lines surveyed.
Free Estimates
Phone 383"1641











Thome - Lennon Electric (1976) Ltd.
9813 THIRD ST./SIDNEY, B.C. V8L 3A6
indystrial / Residential / 
Commercial 
Phone 656-2945
/; ;;WES JONES ;; /:656.2405
::;/;;;/;;&/SONS///:/;;;;
★ Backhoe Excavating^^^^^^^^ Trucking
SEPTIC
FIELDS




Case 450 Crawler, loader, 4 in 1






















Prompt, Courteous SorvicD / ^
' Ploughing. Levolincj. FonctlPosi Diggiiu) & Punching:
IMB M
Blue star Sheet Metal
Heating and Air Conditioning
FREE ESTIMATES 652-0375
10134 McDonald Pork Road
SMALLMOTORS IS)/ Kppairs/to unvnininvi'rs,
Ch.iinsaws, Motoirycloh, iMc, -7-71 /■
:'';/;Husqvbrna::;,:'.:,:/ //'Tioirecr:',o5'y-7:7,l 4" CiPEN MOlsI.
SIDNEY GLASS
Marino, Aulo & Salety Glass Insurance Claims Promptly Handled
Window Glass — Mirrors .< ftKft | rjii 
Windshields Installod ,..
10114 McDonalil Park Rd,
Dutch Landscaping (fii! 4^
; V'"'"''''/'''.'"'--/Leo''Lod(lors^--;'•/ ;V,'
T1 years In Siilnby — A-i Rocommondnllbhs
All Phasos ot Gardening --- Roasonabl® Prlcos
' ' '............ ................................ ........
FREE ESTIMATES- 656-9391 olt«r S/F.in.
Q reen 'S ceiie;* tandsedpi n<g
,652-3089 7<A*rt#Tbw»«ifc7»/dr»i«»t«’C0MPlETI SERVICE
•mti.iiii'i I'lrig I/.UMI '■ •Im'.,ii i. (Miduh
Wnh-s M,iini('ii,mi,('
IVI..i/ •i'-'Miiivi A'.pi.'iyrng
July 20, / 983 the review Puye B7
PENINSULA DIRECTORY
of PROFESSIONS, GOODS eml SERVICES . .. Martial arts
ARCHITECTURE LANDSCAPING LTD.
QUALIFIED WARRANTEED EUROPEAN WORKMANSHIP 
We will supply TOPSOIL, SHRUBBERY 
by Contract or by the Hour.
Complete Landscaping Service and 
Quality Stonework.







, Painting & Oecorafing■n«l a vecorciYi
^ J v in « V , r
REYNOLD’S PAINTIftS & DECORATING
★ Fully Insured T»r Residential/Commercial 
4r Quality Workmanship *Free Estimates 
* Interior/Exterior 
PHONE 656-3894
North Saanich planning 
and land use committee will 
recommend to council that 
steps be taken to permit 
lessons in martial arts at 
9182 East Saanich Road, in 
what used to be Utley’s art 
gallery.
An application came 
from M.J. Puckett, who 
now conducts classes at 
Sanscha Hall. Pluckett 
explained the sport is quiet 
and pupils frequently ride 
bikes or walk to classes so 











Spraying Wallpapering Renovations 
25 Years Experience — Free Estimates
No step Bungalows required in 
the lower price range within 
walking distance to Beacon Ave. 
Garage or carport not essential. 
Joe or Freedy Starke 652-9602, 





meeting on Monday night, 
asking the council to im­
mediately institute an ad 
hoc committee empowered 
to consider depositions and 
testimony from interested 
parties, to review the 
provisions of bill 7 which 
brings in the variable tax 
rate, and to recommend 
amendments that council 
should propose to the 
legislature, either directly or 
through their MLA, and 
finally to recomend a real 
properly taxation policy for 
Central Saanich that is 
equitable.
In addressing the council 
over his concern that w'ater 
front property owners are 
bearing too large a portion 
of the tax load he pointed 
out that despite general 
lowering of the assessment, 
his taxes rose by 21 per cent 
in one year. He said at this 
rate of increase his taxes
could double in three years.
On a fixed income, “I 
will consider myself 
aggrieved if taxes on 
waterfront property keep 
increasing at this rate.”
Mayor Dave Hill was 
away and Ron Cullis was 
acting mayor. Cullis told 
Ewan, ‘‘Yours is not an 
isolated case. Council will 
have to read bill 7, but we 
have not yet received a 
copy”.
Ewan said he thought 
that municipal councils 
should be on the 
distribution list for bills 
that efect them, and 
finished by saying that he
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together, to remove some of 
the grosser inequities”.
In other council business 
a letter from police chief 
constable Bob Miles, 
recomended that the trees 
that create a serious hazard 
to motorists trying to exit 
Buena Vista should be 
removed. His recomen- 
dation will be refered to 
public works and local 
residents will be informed 
of the police chief’s 
recomendation.
Jack Arnaud sent a copy 
of a bulletin by the en­
vironment ministry on the 
Saanich Peninsula 
springtime frost risk. His
letter said that it shows the 
Keating Ridge to be one of 
the few areas with optimum 
growing conditions for all 
types of plants.
“If the council is sincere 
in its belief that Central 
Saanich should be a far­
ming community, should 
not such a unique piece of 
land be preserved and ‘fine 
tuned’ into the ALR?” 
Arnaud asked.
The letter was received 
without discussion.
A resident annoyed by 
the door to door delivery of 
flyers asked council to 
consider the establishment 
of a by-law to prevent this 
type of distribution of 
advertising within the 
municipality.
Municipal clerk Fred 
Durrand said he was not 
aware of any section of the 
Municipal Act that would 
help. Aldermen suggested 
that residents could ‘‘put a 
box on the gate” or 
designate a drop station for 
such advertising material in 
their area. The letter was 
refered to the legislation 
committee, chaired by Ruth 
Arnaud.
A letter from Fred Sutton 
asked council to take a 
careful and ' serious look 
into the magnificent 
“golden handshake”
reportedly being given to 
two Capital Region District 
employees.
“In my opinion, far too 
many levels of government 
are being far to generous 
with the taxpayers’ 
money,” Sutton concluded, 
“it’s bang on”, aider- 
man Dick Sharpe 
remarked.
Aid. George McFarlane,
who attends CRD meetings 
as an alternate for the 
mayor, said “The real 
disappointment is that the 
public has not been told 
why this was done”.
Aid. Eric Lewis 
suggested,“Why not send 
them a letter and ask? or 
forward this letter and ask 
for comments”
No action was taken.
Russel Patrick Tribe, 18, 
of 7436 Niark Lane, Vic­
toria, was fined $500 and 
given six months probation 
July 12 in Sidney Provincial 
Court after he was found 
guilty of break, enter and 
theft. Tribe broke into the 
Bay shore Family 




He was also fined $100 
for possession of stolen 
property, two large cans of 
pineapple tid bits, stolen 





Coward, 31, of 10150Third 
St., Sidney, was given a six- 
month jail term after he was 
convicted on two separate 
imparied driving charges. 
They were Coward’s third 
and fourth impaired driving 
convictions.
Claude Benjaimin Cuff, 
33, of Pirate Rd., pender 
Island, pleaded guilty to 
impaired driving and was 
fined $400. -
Bert DAorrey Plumbing S Heating
g ^ow Construction and Repairs
f'tiBJSHWsrr Speciaiizing in Hot Water Heating:
10410 m Bav SldRey iPEiosie esS-ISSO
LAMB TITLE fiCT
Section 189
In the matter of Minnie Irene 
.FurnelL .'■■■-L-'L'''"
And in the matter of Certificate 
of Title 79668-N.
And in the matter of that Part of 
Lot 2 of Block 29; Comox 
DistrictPlan 8892 lying to the 
East^of a; boundary parallel to 
the Easterly boundary qfl said 
Tof; and extending;: from the 
point'Lof ? bisection “f :‘the 
Southerly boundary of; said 
Lot.
TAKE NOTICE that proof of loss 
of duplicate copy of the above 
certificate of title having been 
filed inthis Office-, 1 shall at the 
expiration of i: week from the 
date of-the first publication of
Arbutus Realty Inc.
•Jim Smith •Roger Frampton 
Listings needed
®:;:^;L;?^^:652-4488-.-:
this notice issue a provisional 
certificate of title to the above 
land in lieu of- the lost cer­
tificate of title, unless in the 
; meantime valid objection;: be 
made to me in writing.
DATED at the Land Title Otfice, 
Victoria, B,C“hiS::l8thlday of 
July, 1983.
R.E. Hooper, 
V ^ ' ^ Registrar of Title,
Victoria Land
1;Date of First Publication July 
,20;
John Piaget, the famous Swiss psychoanalyst once 
wrote that ‘‘We can compare children to shrubs in a 
thicket; they are all seeking the light.”
Each child in his own way is both unique and yet
cnmewhat nredictable; because* of his odsitio^^^^so p   pos tion with the 
other children in the family.
■ The eldest child is very different from, the second 
child because for a while he has been the ONLY child. 
‘ When the next child comes along the eldest is usurped
with it to the second child.
For him this is a tragedy, because in future he may act. 
as if someone else is going to dethrone him further. 
These first-borne, dethroned children seem to need to 
know that they are still number one even though there 
are other children in the family.
: Th& sec6nd Child has never been alo^ and sub­
sequently he has seemingly never been the centre of 
attention. This second child has an ice-breaker going on 
■ before him^ sornelone to clear the way and make
i




1 uuiillU ffl ly 5 Repairs to Vents,
Eaves A Chimney






For all.your Rooting Needs. 
:,,:Shakes,-.:Shi.ngles,:Taf ,
R & Gravel & Repairs
Mornings or Evenings 658*8130
;':';;;;';:T'roctbr».;ond. JiinpTomo,«











Fill out and send with payment to:
ihc V lem
2367 Beacon Ave,T Sidney; B.C. V8L1W9
for him in life. He may though try to forever overtake^ I 
the eldest and at every opportunity overshadow his 
predecessor.
The youngest child is really quite different from all 
the rest, he has no-one behind him but several in front. 
He has many advantages, because he has several 
al ter hate path rriakers and models. |;
learned behavior, 
over the others. He has no concerns bver who was the 
kingmaker.
: He who overcomes is riot necessarily The winner. 
What must be done is to provide all our children with
courage and the will to do life’s battles with hoAestyl 
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greater sadness to witness tHari a cbild M 
hope. He may lose al games, at battles; but If he gets
tvlll riot lose hope,ilnd iyil^
Parcniirig is a real task; It does not take place,
CLASSIFIED RATES:
\' I Propfiid lint rnic of SP.OO lor (irsi insoilion, $1,00 lor consucutivo I 
repeal insnriions, 20 words or less, Ovoi 20 words, 11 conis pt'i 
' * word per week nxirn lor (ho lit si week, 10 ennis por word per
week extra lor reprrat insertions.
;‘ ,Wrilo ono word iniinch,square„J3ox:numbnr8;cou(U,as one word 
Tl.io tirsl pnono ininibe! is free, but consecutive phoiin numbers 
criunt as one word. Char go appears lo ilie righi,
; vacuuriv and Oiel practice ofn
haphazard.
I For all those parents who have more than one child, 
allow me to impo,sc upon you for a few minutes. Go to
count them in descending order. How many do you
of your first borne and lcs.s and less of the subsequent
children;
HERBERT BROTHERS TREE SERVICE
smmormpmmsmA
QUAUFIED STAFF- FREE ESTIMATES
ind Falling ()«n9iroui.,TrM»;i:'L;, ;';:L 
,Lll1 tlMlinO',, ' L",
•Pfiinlm 'MiIoim Ti«« •Frull TtM* •Oimiminl»li tnfl •HiidoH
CERTIFIED SPRAYERS •BOOK NOW IQR SPRINC 
FUIU insured; REASONABLE RATES 656.0570





‘ ‘ iil4 ' .14 ,14
iilSW
^ \ ^ .14 ■: :'-ftl4 -;$3;4o--;;-:
first or the!SCCond? Ndv Fm sure that you don’t; B 
you still have less pictures of him dr her. What l arii try-
and used to children.
-n 'docs Tot: inean That'You; cardTcssy bu( U 
that as you became accustomed to having children 
around you noticed less tliclr needs, wants and ac­
complishments. They all need recognition and support 
for their efforts,
When asked hdw many; childrcri one htis the apRwei’: 
should not be titree or four Or two; but rather I have 
'.'.;;.;Sally,;tpriy,.nridiarid,.
NAME:
. ........................................................................ , ■/!
Horn# ind Coirunttrdil
: phk up A dtRvtfy
ADDRESS:
ij^PAVNIlEHT ENCLOSED! 






nourishment and light, Wifdput it, surely the shrub wiU ;
fade and wiiiiei.
bo you have a prohlem, are you concerned with the state
jwedJiHpf&eotne Ruibuto// /,v a />A>v/iu/og/,i/ Uvinn in 
\Centrai:SaankHMs:a'cornmunUf service,
''reRuiarywmklvwlurnnyWriieiOeorteKurbato:ffiiC/0.'f'hm
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The Victoria Glass & Bottle Collector’s Society presents 
an Antique Collectables Show & Sale July 23 and 24 from 
10 a m. to 4 p.m. Set up time is July 22 from 4 toTO p.m. 
i Location is Juan de Fuca Recreation Centre (Colwood), 
1767 Old Island Hwy. For transportation take Coldstream 
Bus No. 50. For information phone Marian Jurens 389-
2-29
Urgently needed — Sidney area: Families interested in 
opening their homes to a Japanese exchange student for a 
two week period from July 28 to August 14. Host families 
will be paid a nominal fee for their hospitality. For more 
information please call Angus Stewart at 656-3018. 2-29
The 1973 graduating class of Claremont Senior 
Secondary School is having a 10-year reunion Saturday, 
'August 13, 1983. For information please phone 656-3018 
or 477-8282. 2-29
Bingo Spjonsored by Central Saanich Senior Citizens at 
Brentwood Community Hall. Tuesday, July 26, 7:30 p.m. 
Bonanza game, cash prizes, door prizes. For more in­
formation contact. Gladys Delbrouck 652-2126 1-29
Royal Canadian Legion Br. #37, 4th Annual Seafood 
Barbecue 1660 Mills Road, Sidney, B.C., Saturday, July 
23,3:00-7:30 p.m. Everybody welcome. 1-29
The Anglican Renew'al Centre will sponsor a visit from 
the right Reverend Festo Kivengere on July 29. The visit 
will take place at St. Mary’s Anglican Church, 1701 Elgin 
; Rd., Oak Bay at 7:30 p.m. Eve^one is invited to join on 
lhat evening to worship and praise our Lord. The Reverend 
W.F. George can be contacted for further information at 
the Anglican Renewal Centre office. ^-29
Panorama Leisure Centre has over 20 workouts to 
choose from this'summer. WeTl help get the body fit and 
: firm with classes geared to a variety of exercise levels, the
PRICES EFFECTiVE 
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The Sidaiey group of the youth aged 13-18 years. 
Save The Children Fund Clubhouse winter hours are 
holds regular matings at 2 7 p.m. - 9:30 p.m. Mon-
p.m., St. Andrew’s Church days, Tuesdays, Thursdays 
Hall, 4th Street, Sidney, on and 7-11 p.m. Saturdays, 
the second and fourth Floor hockey at Sidney 
Wednesday in each rnonth. elementary school gym 
New. members or visitors . takes place 7 . - 9 p.m. 
warmly welcomed, ' Wednesday. Special ac-
mMmmBEEE
■CAyrt^H!AMtEN€iA;:
Discovery' Toastmlstress tivities and events are 
Ciab meets the second and planned on a monthly basis, 
fourth Thursdays at 8 p.m. All activities are free and no 
m. Shady, Creek United registration is requiredi 
. Church Hall, 7184 East Parent and teen, enquines 
. Saanich Road. Visitors welcome. For more in- 
v/elconie. . formation call the PCA
3-.'
ii
Seidors — are you new to office at 656-0134: or iEWIEALANIi;
Sidney?, Don’t know by and pick up a program at
I Kg or !D. '
mmiMM ‘M^SEEFi
i»
anyone? The Silver Threads 9788 - 2nd Street.
Centre at i0O3O Resthaven AU ages welcome to table 
offers classes, activities and tennis at Brentwood 
a warm welcome. Drop in elementary school, 7:30 - 
or call 656-5537. 9:30 p.m. Mondays. More
Sidney Stroke Club will information 652-4580 or 
be meeting the second and 652-1531. 
fourth Wednesday each The Peninsula Singers 
month, 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. in began their new season Jan. 
Margaret Vaughan Birch 11 and new members are 
Hall. All “strokers” invited to attend. If you like
welcome. For more in- to sing, want to learn, and 
formation call co-ordinator have a bass, alto, tenor or 
Ruth Snow at 656-2101. soprano voice come and 
• Low range voices wanted join the singers at the Royal
; by Sidney Prospective Canadian Legion Hall ^
Chapter of Sweet Adelines. Mills Road at 7:15 Tuesday 
If you like barbershop-style evenings. For more in­
singing, feel welcome to formation call 656-0268. ^ ^
join this friendly group Is overeating creating 
most Mondays at 7:30 p.m. problems in your life? 
al the Royal Canadian Overcaters Anonymous can 
Legion Hall on Mills Road. helpi No dues, ho weighing. 
For more information caH Meetings are at 8 
656-5301 or 656-7828. Mondays, 9788 - 2nd Street,
Can wc help you? Call Sidney. Cull 652-9931. 
the Community Cpun- Pregnant and wondering 
selling Centre, 9813-Sth St,, what the future holds for 
Sidney, 24-hour answering you? Sidney Community 
service. Call 656-1247. Health Service offices of
Women’s Support the Capital Regional 
Group. A discussion group District can help you. Join 
for women dealing with us and other couples in a 
their current needs, comfortable mmosphere of 
Newcomers welcome learning through films,
Thursday mornings at 10 alldcs, discussions and 
a.m. In the Community exercises. Register now. In
Sidney call 656-U88
■-yyySmySxrm, Sidney. For Sidney Twiricrs and 
more Information call 656- Drum Co^s take les.sons at 
' / Sidney elementary school
grandchildren fur away? A more information call 656- 
young mothers non-profit 6098.
The l-.nl«.»U. Dtar-
frillies) necc ’’ mahiint Group meets
child care I Vi hours each , u-in iik Join
...iii, /-i™!! n# AKA rcguiariy. 10 ucip US, join
'*s or just ter information
Altcniloh ladles; all voice
ranges - wc want you to sing Sidney Activity Centm/
barbernhop-style, It’s a ten sponsored by CMHA and 
tImeJ Most Monday nights the community, meets 
:'-v::'';::v^7;45i;'p.mi''vat?:;thc;.Xegion:;\:Monclay8-;)0,a*mi'.;-il p.m.
Hall, Mills Rd. For ihore In Margaret Vaughan Bitch 
Ihforrnatiqn call £652-303(3 Handicrafts, garnes,
0r656'iy0bt filiui,, i/ccicutiou, light
Sidney Teen Activity lunch and on opportunity to
.,..Gfou#TS'TAG)^iTocated^iat^*:;::.'mect.i::othef8.-=:'For:-;:more
''a?104 Oakville St.^ behind information call 652-1483 
!■srfskhiho■''?Hall«Rrounds,' is ' ^after;::6,;:,p,m,:::or/63a.54l4 
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